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A new mayor means new
entertainment for students.
Senior leadership
Theresa Ramage leads the
women’s tennis team.





ment and community college
recruitment are among the
goals for Eastern to meet by




Calling the goals his
University Strategic Plan,
Jorns said his proposal con-
tains four major goals to be
achieved by the year 2000.
Part of his strategic plan
calls for Eastern to increase
the availability of university
resources. This includes
obtaining “state-of-the-art”
equipment for all units.
“How many typewriters do
you see around here these
days? We have generally
advanced to word processors
and computer technology,”
Jorns said. “We have to be
able to provide advanced
equipment because we’re just
not where we should be.”
Jorns also said he only
plans to make changes he
thinks will improve Eastern
and not make changes that
aren’t absolutely necessary. 
The plan talks of improv-
ing the quality of education
in both undergraduate and
graduate programs by main-
taining small class sizes,
which Jorns said is essential
to maintaining quality educa-
tion.
“In order to determine
what small is, we will look at
national norms,” Jorns said.




Eastern’s need to recognize
community colleges because








Eastern President David Jorns addresses faculty Thursday in the Charleston/Mattoon
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Jorns held a campus meeting to dis-




The second “Quakin’ the Quad” will close
out this year’s Panther Preview from 9 p.m.
Saturday to 1 a.m. Sunday in the South
Quad.
Ceci Brinker, assistant director of student
activities, said the event will feature many of
the attractions that made “Quakin’” a success
when it was first held in April.
“We are looking for an even bigger
response than last semester, and even then
we received an overwhelming response,” she
said.
Brinker estimated more than 1,000 people
attended April’s “Quakin’.” 
Among the activities offered at “Quakin’”
are the gyroscope, airball for volleyball and
the human fly trap, a Velcro wall students
can “stick” to like a fly.
Brinker said there will also be sumo
wrestling, an activity new to “Quakin’.” She
said students will be able to wear inflatable
“sumo suits” and fight each other in them.
Another change tomorrow is the closing
time of 1 a.m., an hour earlier than April’s
“Quakin’.”
“One of the complaints students voiced
regarded the 2 a.m. closing time – they felt it
was a little too late to be out,” Brinker said.
She added, “I feel this year’s “Quakin’” will
be more successful than April’s because most
of the students know what the activities are
like.
“I also believe students will have to begin
choosing alternatives to the bars – we are
competing with the local taverns,” she added.
Among the suggestions Brinker said stu-
dents offered to improve “Quakin’” were pro-
viding a band and presenting more games to
students.
“Most of the feedback we have received
since the first time we ran the event has been
Second Quakin’ the Quad
closes Panther Preview 
By ROBERT SANCHEZ
City editor
Two state police gang
experts warned Charleston
residents Thursday to be cau-
tious of the possible move-
ment of Chicago gangs into
the community.
They stressed that no city
should feel immune to gang
activity, saying the No. 1
deterrent of street gang
development is community
awareness.
Sgt. Michael Bernardi and
Capt. Richard Kozack of the




instructed them on gang
lifestyle, symbols and dress.
Kozack said Illinois street
gangs (most of which origi-
nate from Chicago) are rapid-
ly expanding and are among
the most powerful in the
nation.
“I am sure that all 50
states have Illinois gangs,” he
said. “It is documented that
at least 38 states have
Illinois gangs.”
Kozack said that his com-
ing to Charleston is not an
indictment of the city.  He
said he wants residents to
understand there is a poten-
tial for gang activity in
Charleston.
Gangs enjoy being discrete,
and if a community ignores
the threat of gangs, chances
of their growth increase,
Bernardi said.
“Gangs don’t like heat and
publicity,” he said.
When an audience member
asked Kozack if a gang prob-
lem could happen at Eastern,
he said he wasn’t sure if it
will happen here – just that
it has in other college com-
munities.
Kozack said, “Five years
ago Champaign said they
didn’t have a gang problem.
Right now that is not the
case.”
Bernardi offered a defini-
tion of gangs, described what
motivates people to join
gangs, and discussed the his-
tory and characteristics of
Illinois’ largest gangs.
Bernardi also said as gang
activity grows, certain signs
are visible in the  community,
the earliest being graffiti.
Later stages include crack
cocaine sales, increased local-
ized crime and drive-by
Experts warn city
of gang threat
• Continued on Page 2A
Sets goals for year 2000
§ Continued on Page 2A
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MORISI’S GOURMET PASTA~10% OFF
ITALIAN SMOKED CHEESE PIGS~$100 OFF
NIERSTEINER SPEIGELBERG RIESLING SPÄTLESE~$699
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SPRINGFIELD (AP) – A
state Supreme Court ruling
Thursday pitted police
enforcement against individ-
ual privacy rights as the jus-
tices narrowly upheld the
search of a car when the
owner wasn’t present.
“We haven’t seen a case in
recent years that draws the
line on the side of protecting
individual privacy. Every
successive case whittles
away that protection,” said
Harvey Grossman, legal
director for the American
Civil Liberties Union in
Chicago.
In 1988, Illinois State
Police officer Anthony Grace
searched a parked car that
had been involved in a
wreck.
Grace conducted an inven-
tory search without a war-
rant, which is permitted only
in certain instances. He
found cocaine in a cigarette
case, which he said he only
opened because women often
store their drivers’ licenses
and money inside.
The owner, Jackie Hund-
ley, was charged with posses-
sion of an unlawful sub-
stances.
“We believe that the offi-
cer’s decision to open the
cigarette case ... was a rea-
sonable exercise of judge-
ment,” the court wrote.
But three justices dis-
agreed, saying it violated
Hundley’s Fourth Amend-
ment rights to privacy and
protection against arbitrary
searches by government offi-
cials.
A clause in the Fourth
Amendment allows inventory
searches without a warrant
in only three instances: to
protect police from danger, to
protect against disputes over
lost or stolen property and to
protect the owners’ property
while it’s in police custody.
“The warrantless invento-
ry search ... was not suffi-





Patrick Tuite said citizens
don’t get outraged when
their personal privacy is
being eroded, particularly
when drugs are involved,
because they feel the “ends
justifies the means.”
“This gives (police) anoth-
er creative reason to look in
places where they ordinarily
wouldn’t or shouldn’t have
looked.” Tuite said.
James P. Manak, attorney
for the Illinois Police Chiefs
Association, said the law is
good for citizens.
Court rules for police in privacy case
HRADISTKO, Czech
Republic (AP) – An old
woman’s tales of buried Nazi
loot said to be worth
between $30 million and
$200 million have spelled an
end to peace and quiet in
this river valley.
International salvage
teams are negotiating with
the government for permis-
sion to start digging.
Meanwhile, dozens of dig-
gers are camped near the
Vltava River, eagerly await-
ing a decision.
Jan Vaculik, a senior
police official, said police
and army searchers may
have to move in first,  so
inexperienced diggers are
not blown up by mines the
Nazis are reported to have
sown in the area during
their occupation.
Anna Krnanska, 88, said
she witnessed strange hap-
penings one night nearly 50
years ago near what was
then the Stechovice concen-
tration camp.
Crossing some fields, she
ventured into an area the
Germans had declared off
limits. 
There, she saw about 30
prisoners of war digging
holes by lantern-light and
lowering huge crates into
the ground.
The treasure hunters
believe the POWs buried
crates of jewels, art objects
and other loot that had been
hustled out of Berlin by Col.
Otto Skorzeny, a commander
of an elite German military
unit, in April 1945 as the
Allies closed in.
The loot was meant to be






constructive, and we are using that to
make it a better program,” Brinker said.
“This year, we will also have to buy
more food because we ran out of it early
when ‘Quakin’ was run last semester,”
Brinker said.
April’s “Quakin” cost an estimated
$7,000, not including the price of
refreshments.
The Office of Student Activities, the
largest sponsor, will pay $5,500 for
Saturday’s event.
Other sponsors for “Quakin’” are the
Office of Orientation, University Board




During the question-and-answer session Charleston Police
Chief Herb Steindinger said the city’s first crack cocaine sale
occurred three weeks ago.
Bernardi said gang membership is not limited to class or
race.
“Street gangs have done what society has failed to do,”
Bernardi said. “They have overcome all racial barriers.
“Don’t get fixed on the misconception that gang members
are poor and from the inner city. They come from dysfunction-
al families.”
Steindinger said his department has already assumed a
preventive role in dealing with the gang problem. He said his
department has set up gang intelligence with other area
cities. By working with other police departments, the
Charleston police are able to track the movements of known
gang members.
Experts
big feeders to Eastern,” Jorns said. “We
can’t ignore the community college.
They are more serious about getting
their 
students in undergraduate programs.”
The third objective Jorns reviewed
was enhancing the quality of 
life on campus for students, starting
with limits on its student population. 
Jorns said Eastern has to decide on a
size to maintain. 
Because Eastern’s funding base is for
10,000 students, Jorns said, a limit is
necessary to prevent going below the
funding base, which Eastern is already
taxing with 10,600 students enrolled for
the fall semester.
“Several students attend this school
because of its nice, personable size,”
Jorns said. “One thing the students
really like is the availability of access to
the professors.”
The plan also includes a detailed
screening process for each department
before additional money requests will be
honored.
At noon Friday, Jorns will hold anoth-
er campus meeting in the Charleston-
Mattoon Room at the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Faculty and staff are asked to reply in
writing whether or not they support his
strategic plan. Jorns hopes the proposal
is approved by Sept. 15 so it could go
into affect next fiscal year.
Jorns
• From Page 1A
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Stop by the Sigma Pi House for a juicy 8 oz. New York Strip Steak. 
We’ll fire up the grill at 6 p.m.
Guest Sorority: Alpha Gamma Delta (AGD )
TUESDAY, AUGUST 31
HOMEMADE PASTA DINNER
Come by the Sigma Pi House for Lane Nicollette’s Authentic
Sicilian Cuisine. Dinner starts at 6 p.m.
Guest Sorority: Delta Zeta(DZ )
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
“CHEESEBURGER IN PARADISE”
Join us at the house for all you can eat “Cheeseburgers
in Paradise.” Serving starts at 6:00 p.m.
Guest Sorority: Alpha Phi (AF )
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 2
FORMAL SMOKER
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Rock -n- Roll Party Band
HIGH ENERGY































































































































































































































































































Ladies Dress to kill
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For the first time in 10 years, Eastern
officials are beginning the process of
reaccrediting the entire university.
Eastern is up for reaccreditation
every 10 years as required by the North
Central Association of Colleges, of
which Eastern is a member.
Eastern was last reaccredited in
1985. A decision on its reaccreditation
should be made by early 1995.
Administrators say reaccreditation is
an opportunity for colleges and univer-
sities to examine themselves and
improve on any weaknesses they may
have.
Coordinating and supervising the
university’s reaccreditation team will be
Kathy Baumgardner, a member of
Eastern’s zoology faculty since 1973.
Baumgardner is responsible for over-
seeing the university’s reaccreditation
team. She said the team will include
almost 150 individuals ranging from
faculty and administrators to civil ser-
vice personnel and students.
Baumgardner was selected because of
her knowledge of the university and its
workings, said Eastern President David
Jorns.
The team is led by a 22-member
steering committee and 15 subcommit-
tees. Each subcommittee is responsible
for examining individual facets of the
university ranging from academics and
governance to student life and athletics.
Baumgardner said although reaccred-
itation is required of the university, she
believes it is a positive process for
Eastern to undergo.
“It forces us to examine ourselves,”
Baumgardner said. “We can then take
the appropriate steps to build on our
strengths and remedy our weaknesses.”
Baumgardner said some of the 15
subcommittees have already begun
work. Once all the committees have sub-
mitted their findings and conclusions,
the university will submit its report to
the NCAC sometime in early November
1994.
The next step of the process will be
the assignment of a NCAC team to visit




Pickin’ in the sun
An Eastern student plays guitar in the sun, Thursday in
the South Quad. Temperatures reached a high in the 90s.
early in the afternoon.
SPRINGFIELD (AP) –
Once an adoption is offi-
cial, adoptive parents can
decide whether to permit
their new child to have
any contact with his bio-





to be in the best interests
of the child, duties and
responsibilities with
respect to the care, cus-
tody and control of that





held that a circuit judge
has no authority to tell a
minor’s guardian that an
adoption can only be
approved under the condi-
tion that the child still
have contact with siblings.
The decision stemmed
from three consolidated
appeals from Cook Coun-
ty.
The state Department
of Children and Family
Services argued the circuit
court exceeded its authori-
ty by imposing conditions
on the state agency
requiring that it only
approve adoptions if adop-
tive parents agree to sib-
ling visits.
In two of the cases, the
adopting parents favored
sibling contact, but did not
want to be under a court
order to maintain it.
In the third case, a trial
judge said he lacked






NEW YORK (AP) – Getting
equal justice is still a major
problem for minorities in the
United States, a majority of
Americans say in a poll mark-
ing the 30th anniversary of a
landmark civil rights march
on Washington.
For many people, memories
of the gathering of 200,000
people on the Washington
Mall on Aug. 28, 1963 are
burnished by a speech in
which the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. built an emotional
plea for equality on the
refrain “I have a dream.”
But more than one in three
of those polled – 37 percent –
say they are not familiar with
that event. Those who were
young adults during the ‘60s
are most likely to have clear
memories of the march, the
poll indicates. But older
Americans are almost as like-
ly to draw a blank on it as
young adults, whose schooling
now generally includes black
history.
In the two years after the
march, the Civil Rights Act
and the Voting Rights Act
were enacted, removing many
barriers that prevented full
participation in American life
by blacks.
About 60 percent of those
polled believe the nation has
made substantial progress
toward King’s dream of racial
equality, but 30 percent say
“not very much” progress has
been made.
Blacks believe the situation
is much worse than whites do
– 47 percent think there has
not been much progress
toward equality, compared
with 30 percent of whites, the
poll found.
In a country where several
cities have recently an-
guished over trials of police
who beat or shot black sus-
pects, only 33 percent say
minorities generally get equal
justice. About half the men in
the poll and three in five
women – or 54 percent overall
– say getting equal justice is
still a major problem for
minorities.
The telephone poll of 1,003
adults was taken Friday
through Tuesday by ICR
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 27, 1993
EDITORIALS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD.
COLUMNS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE AUTHOR.
PINIONO
Tradition and campus folklore are some of
the best things about most colleges. They
add to a school’s mystique, which is rather
important in making a state university attrac-
tive.
But recently, Eastern administrators
demonstrated a lack of
respect for some of the
school’s long-standing
folklore.
They killed the “Tundra.”
The open field, which links Carman, Greek
Court and some University Court residents to
the rest of the campus and is scorching hot
in the summer months and bitter cold during
winter, has been cut of f by a fence that
stretches on the south and west sides of the
field.
It is truly a shame.
It was because of those bitter cold treks
that the Tundra got its name. Named after
the treeless arctic plain in the north, the field
would turn to ice in the winter, be a mud pit
when it rained, and is blistering in the sum-
mer.
The field was almost a right of passage for
Carman freshman, and a story everyone who
lived in Carman spoke of with reverence.
Now the Tundra is just a field to be used
for softball games, band practice and intra-
mural football. In a year or two, the story of
the Tundra will surely disappear.
As it turns out, the Tundra was an inno-
cent victim of a well-intentioned recreation
project by the university. But why didn’t the
school leave an opening at the end of the
fence so students could still use the field?
At least then the Tundra could have lived
on.
This is not an issue that should be debated,
or protested or fought for. What’s done is
done. The only story that remains now is
about the Pemberton Hall ghost.
We await Pemberton’s demolition.
For years, the Tundra gave students some-
thing to talk about as they walked in bitter
heat and cold toward campus.
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Every tradition  grows ever more
venerable – the more remote its




People, where are our val-
ues? I mean real values that any
self-respecting person on the
planet could look at and say,
“that person has some solid
goals and respectable beliefs
that’s reflected in his everyday
living.”
One of the main reasons for
the world’s crumbling social and
economical state is the wrong
direction society’s values and
priorities are going.  Ethnic wars
are raging in the Southeastern
Europe with seemingly no solution except reverting to
the days of government-enforced segregation. In the
states, one of the top news stories over the summer was
about Heidi Fleiss, a Hollywood native indicted for
allegedly heading a high-priced call girl service for
Hollywood stars.
And closer to home, infamous Eastern was crowned
last spring as a “party” school, reflecting the majority of
its students’ highest priority.
Who’s to blame for the continuing decline in positive
goal-minded, value-centered young people? Is it the
family? Schools? Church? Government? The news
media? If you start pointing fingers, you’d run out. But
let’s just pick on a few.
The news media, especially the sensational print and
broadcast tabloid media, seem to feed the public’s
hunger for a circle of things: sex, violence and videotape.
Some have even gone as far as to advertise their next
shows or articles as having all three so people won’t miss
it. I guess you could throw lies and corruption in there
too, but then that would be too much like daytime televi-
sion dramas.
This summer when Fleiss made her first court appear-
ance to enter a not-guilty plea, the California courthouse
was so swamped with reporters that President Clinton
and the White House could have been taken hostage by
a distraught NASA scientist and there wouldn’t have
been a reporter available to cover it.
Compare religion to sex. Sex sells. So sex wins out on
all accounts. The government dictates a school’s right to
teach sex education but, stop the presses, calls out the
military and your state represen-
tative for violating constitutional
rights if a public school dares to
venture into the realm of spiritu-
ality. Some say, “I don’t want
my child forcibly subjected to
that stuff.” You can’t force any-
one child or adult to do anything
against his will. You can threaten
them and then they will consent
to your demands only because
they fear your threats.
The only time religion gets
more news play than sex is
when the pope comes to town or when a religious lead-
er is accused of a sex crime. But of course, it’s the public
right to know and its news.
I’m in an ethics class and I already recommend it for all
students. The instructor defined ethics as what deals with
right from wrong and good from bad. He also stated that
values either help you or hurt you – something to think
about when reflecting upon your own values or that of
your friends. 
My first ethics assignment is an essay on my philoso-
phy of life: identifying who I am as a person why here,
hopes and dreams, real values and legacy I want to
leave; real deep stuff, I know. But we’re big boys and
girls now and its past time for deep thinking. 
I urge students, as individuals, to test themselves with
these questions, if only to reaffirm to oneself that your
goals, values and priorities are in order. And for those
lacking true values or find themselves faltering, maybe
through a strong self re-evaluation some serious life
revamping can be done.
Students at Eastern definitely need to look at what
kind of legacy they will leave once they’re gone. Will it
be one of positive admiration by students and faculty,
who recognize you as a role model? Or will it be some-
thing like, “man that guy could really party. Yeah, I
remember when he downed 12 shots of Jack Daniels and
had to have his stomach pumped after he collapsed and
started foaming at the mouth.”?
– Elliott Peppers is the associate news editor and a
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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Editor’s note: This editorial ran in the Aug. 23 Valley Daily
News, Kent, Wash.
The surgery that separated Siamese twins Angela and
Amy Lakeberg shows both the promise of modern
medicine and the painful ethical dilemmas society faces
as we seek to make health care affordable to all. ...
Without the operation, they could not survive. With it,
one would have to be sacrificed so the other could live.
Doctors chose Amy to die Friday. And, after a more
than 5-hour operation, Angela was given a slender
chance of survival after the twins’ shared, six-chambered
heart was rebuilt into a normal four-chamber organ. ...
Siamese, or conjoined, twins occur once in about
every 60,000 pregnancies. Most are stillborn or live less
than a day. But with advances in medicine, seeming mir-
acles are occurring in operating rooms across the coun-
try.
But as seen with Amy, they extract a price, both for
the parents and society. ...
It’s also expensive. The operation and care is estimat-
ed to cost in the hundreds of thousands of dollars.
The parents have no insurance to cover the cost.
Indiana Public Aid provides $997 per day, and Children’s
Hospital in Philadelphia is absorbing the rest.
That means the public is picking up the tab. More than
ever, the cost of such medical marvels will become a
consideration as the nation debates the topic of health
care.
What priority should we place on such exotic opera-
tions in relation to other health needs? And how much is






Ethics, medical advances clash in twins’ case
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the edi-
tor concerning any local, state, national or international
issue.
Letters should be less than 350 words. For the letter to
be printed, the name of the author, in addition to the
author’s address and telephone number, must be includ-
ed. If necessary, letters will be edited according to length
and space at the discretion of the edit page editor or edi-
tor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be printed.
If a letter has more than three authors, only the names
of the first three will be printed.
Letters policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages readers to
submit guest columns concerning any topic or issue
that may be relevant to our readership.
Columns should be restricted to less than three
typewritten double-spaced pages.
Guest column policy
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• Keg Club Sign-up
• Kegs in Stock
• Quick Drive-in Service
• Everyday Beer Specials
• Large Selection of Domestic
and Imported Beers
• Fine Wine Specials
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Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price of
$7.95 plus tax
Unless Stated
Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
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Fri. 27th Sat 28th
Alternative Rock Dance Night
DJ Kevin Kramer w/all new laser light show
19 to enter bring ID’s
Eastern students help in relief effort
By JONI LAMB
Staff writer
Two student members of
the Illinois National Guard
spent more than two weeks in
flood-ravaged areas of West-
ern Illinois last month, work-
ing 16-hour days in chest-high
water.
Andy Bane and Craig
Tuggle, members of a Dan-
ville guard unit, returned to
offer accounts of profoundly
grateful residents and gruel-
ing levee maintenance near
Quincy.
“The severity of damage
didn’t hit many national
guardsmen until we arrived,”
said Bane, a junior speech
communications major.
Tuggle, Bane’s roommate
and a senior industrial tech-
nology major, was also in
Kinderhook with the Danville
unit.
“We knew we were in for a
lot of work,” Tuggle said.  “We
couldn’t see much. The first
two days were spent in water
up to my chest.”
“What they needed was a
boost,” Bane said, referring to
residents on land swallowed
by the flood. “We kind of light-
ened their spirits up, and they
lightened ours. Throwing
sandbags for 12 to 13 hours a
day is not a fun job. We kept
light spirits.”
Both echoed the thoughts of
other guardsmen dispatched
to help with flood relief, say-
ing even graphic news media
coverage failed to capture the
disaster’s size.
“We heard stories,” he said.
“We didn’t know what to
expect. It doesn’t seem the
same on TV. TV gives you
good visual effect but not as
good as being there. It has a
bigger impact on you.”
The guardsmen worked 14-
to 16-hour days on a six-mile
stretch of the Sny Island
Levee to protect the citizens,
Bane said.
Other units moved from
town to town, but the Dan-
ville unit remained in
Kinderhook at the request of
the residents, Bane added.
“It was pretty bad,” Tuggle
said. “People who did lose
their homes were out (help-
ing). It kind of surprised me.”
Tuggle and Bane both said
the residents were very gener-
ous to the guardsmen.
“The civilians there were
great,” Bane said. “They fed
us and volunteered to wash
our clothes. It felt like family.”
Some guardsmen received
packages in their laundry and
notes from grateful residents.
“One guy got a note from a
little kid who wrote thanking
him for saving the land,” Bane
said. “The kid asked if he had
children. If not, he could have
his little brother.”
The mother of the child also
wrote, telling the guardsman
how before the flood children
might have talked about
superstars, they now talk only
about guardsmen, Bane
added.
Tuggle said he was im-
pressed by the ability of the
community to work together
as a team.
“It was something serious.
It felt good to help these peo-
ple. We didn’t mind,” he
added.
“We never thought of our-
selves as heroes. It was our
job.”
DES MOINES, Iowa
(AP) – Officials from nine
flood-battered states on
Thursday got a down pay-
ment of $125 million in aid
and were told they proba-
bly won’t be asked to pay
much of the massive
cleanup costs.
Housing Secretary
Henry Cisneros said anoth-
er $125 million in aid
would be sent within a
month. As many as 55,000
homes were damaged by
months of record flooding
Cisneros described as “a
rolling thunder kind of a
disaster.”
Many state and local
officials at a two-day flood
summit were pressuring
Clinton Administration
officials to free them from a
requirement that states
pay as much as a fourth of
the cleanup costs.
President Clinton has
yet to decide whether to
grant the waiver.
“I’d be very surprised if
he didn’t do it,” Agriculture
Secretary Mike Espy said.
“There are some stan-
dards we are considering,”
Espy said. “Many of these
states are about at that
level.”
It’s a crucial issue for
states and cities. Clinton
has signed a $5.7 billion
aid package, but local gov-
ernments could be stuck
with paying as much as a
fourth of the cost while
they are still reeling from
summer-long flooding.
In Iowa alone the cost
would exceed $100 million,
Gov. Terry Branstad said.
“It is just beyond what
we can handle,” Branstad
said.
Kansas Gov. Joan Finney
said states simply can’t
afford the millions of dol-
lars that would be required
to pay a share of the
cleanup bill. “State budgets
are strapped,” Finney said.
Officials from each state
said serious problems re-
main.
“We are at a critical
point in our recovery,” said
Jack Porter, a city council-
man in Des Moines, where
more than 250,000 people
lost safe drinking water for
nearly three weeks last
month.
The problem was aggra-
vated by persistent flood-
ing, which dampened
economies and caused bud-
get trouble in states
throughout the region.
Estimates of the number
of homes damaged in the
nine states range from
45,000 to 55,000. Many of
those will be torn down.
Floodwater that lingered
for months turned minor
damage into total destruc-
tion in thousands of cases,
said Dennis Phillips of St.
Louis, a regional head of
the Salvation Army. A
short-term problem of find-
ing emergency housing has
turned into a bigger
headache of buying out and
relocating flood victims, he
said.
“We have a whole new
problem – people,” Phillips
said.
Of the 16,000 flooded
homes in Missouri, at least




More than $200 worth of
various office supplies and
furnishings were taken from
several rooms in the presi-
dent’s office in Old Main last
week, campus police said.
Among the items stolen
were a $100 calculator, a $50
polished floor tile and a
wooden replica of Old Main
valued at $40.
Police do not have any
suspects, but did find some
evidence at the scene.
Evidence includes a partial
footprint and various items
from the office itself found
outside the window.
Police officials believe a
burglar or burglars gained
access to the office through a
window in Office 103A of
Old Main.
A campus police officer
also found several finger-
prints on a small glass cube
in the office complex.
Campus police are also
investigating the denting of
an automobile in an Eastern
parking lot Monday.
An unattended vehicle
was struck in Lot E some-
time between 2:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m. Monday.
The damage was discov-
ered the following morning
by Kory Kettman, a 20-year-
old Eastern student.
A five-inch dent was found
in the right rear quarter
panel in front of the rear
tire.
An estimate on the
amount of damage the vehi-
cle sustained was unavail-
able. 
Police continue to investi-
gate both cases but they
have no suspects at this
time.
– Staff report
Police search for suspects
in break-in of Jorns’ office
Boy defends Jackson 
on buse accusations 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - An 11-year­
old Australian boy told a televi1Jion 
audience be shared a bed with Michael 
Jackson but said it was all in slumber 
party-style fun and that the megastar 
is no child abuser. 
"I was on one side of t.he bed and he 
was on the other. It was a big bed," 
Brett Barnes of Melbourne, Australia, 
told KNBC-TV late Wednesday. 
As friends and family rallied to 
Jackson's support, police expanded 
their investigation of Jackson to 
include his relationship with at least 
four boys, the Los Angeles Times and 
KCAL-TV reported. 
The investigation earlier had cen­
tered on Jacki>on's relationship with a 
13-year-old, who had told a therapist 
he was sexually abused by Jackson, a 
source told The Associated Press. 
Police declined to comment on the 
reports Thur8day. Jackson's attorney, 
Howard Weitzman. bsued one state­
ment in which .Jackson denied wrong­
doing, and since bas refused to com­
ment on the case. 
Meantime. Jackson, who turns 35 on 
Sunday. fell ill in Thailand and post.­
poned concerts Wednesday and 
Thursday, the promoter said. 
The concert scheduled for Thursday 
evening was moved to Friday, promoter 
Brian Marcar said. 
Jackson's doctor said the singer 
couldn't perform because he was suffer­
ing from acute dehydration from 
Bangkok's heat and humidity. 
A spokesman has said the postpone· 
ment wasn't linked to lhe Los Angeles 
police investigation. 
In Los Angeles, Brett, the Australian 
boy, told the television viewers he was 
at Jnckson'B ranch near Santa Barbara 
when police raided the property on 
Saturday. 
The boy, who said he was questioned 
by investigators, said Jackson had 
given him only friendly hugs and kiss­
es. The boy added he didn't believe the 
allegationt:i against Jackson. 
"He wouldn't do anything like that. 
He wouldn't touch people in a different 
way that you shouldn't." he said. 
Defense study suggests 
allowing gays to be open 
WASHINGTON (AP) - An indepen­
dent study commissioned by Defense 
Secretary Les Aspin last April and 
made public Thursday recommended 
that gays be permitted to serve openly 
in the military - a conclusion Aspin 
eventually rejected. 
The study by the Rand Corp., a 
research group with longstanding ties 
to the Defense Department, cost $1.3 
tniUt'Ort. 
After P.resiaent Clinton told :Aspin 
Jast winter to prepare a draft executive 
order "ending discrimination" in t.he 
military on the basis of sexual orienta­
tion, Aspin ordered two reports, one by 
a group of senior military officers and 
the other by Rand. 
Neither report had been made public 
be fora 
The Clinton administration policy, 
announced July 19, was built on the 
recommendations of the officers' 
report, which stat.ed that while sexual 
orientation is a private matter, openly 
declared gays should be barred from 
the military. 
"All homosexuality is incompatible 
with military service," the officers' 
summary report, dated July 1, said. 
"The effect on combat effectiveness is 
not limited to known homosexuals." 
The Rand report, by contrast, con­
cluded that while concerns about the 
possible effect..'! of permitting homosex­
uals to serve are not groundless, "the 
problems do not appear insurmount­
able, and there is ample reason to 
believe that heterosexual and homo­
sexual military personnel can work 
together effecti:vely:"' 
Clinton faced unanimous opposition 
to lifting the gay ban from the six 
members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
the president's most senior military 
advisers. 
The Rand study said the scope of 
problems envisioned by critics of lifting 
the ban had been exaggerated. 
Liberal Democrats in Congress had 
demanded that the Pentagon release 
the Rand study before the House and 
Senate consider next year's defense 
budget, which includes language legal­
izing a restrictive policy on gays in the military. 
The House and Senate are expected 
to consider the defense budget when 
Congress rel.urns from its August 





I EVERYDAY CARRY-OUT I 
1 AND DELIVERY SPECIALSI 1 
I I 
I 14" Thin Crust Pizza : �ONICAL'S I with Any 
1 D-. A.-1-l 1 One Topping I '-t::j PAST t:::r-J I 
of Your Choice I Starting at 
$595 : $279 
LANDON FULLER/Staff phot 
Hackin' in the heat 
1Wo Eastern students play hackey sack in the Library Quad 
afternoon as temperatures soared and high hwnldlty made 
seem euen hotter. 
Look what's back at EIU! 
GAMES! 
Sumo Wrestling 
The Fly Trap 
The Human Gyrosc 
Moonbounce Volley 
I $7.95 with a I 
16" Thin Crust Pizza I Pizza Isn't All We're Good At. 
.. ADITICICS 5 Soft Dough llXftACIBSIAddExtmChwe LIVE D.J.! 
er..1sticb with Tangy Tomato toyourpizzaandgetanExtraGen-
Sauc:e. ... . .... -.... -.... -�.mjullt tH erou1 portion of our choice 
With choice ol Mild Cheddar or Mozzarella ...... ............. ju1t lttl 
Sptcy Nacho CheeM Sauce Offen expire Oct 3, 1993. 
�·---·---.... · .. -----·.Add 60c 
CIMTl2GISCIFTDllllll� DIUVllY HOUIS: 
&om a telectlon of Coca-Cola ��:.�� 
L���Ei_��-�---� 
Kevin Kramer in the Rathskeller 
1111 
Saturday, August 28 
9 pm-1am 
South Quad 
Rain Location: Grand Ballroom 
The Daily Eastern News Friday, August 27, 1993 7a
348-8282









































































































































































































































































































































Additional toppings 95¢ each 






Additional toppings 95¢ each 
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It’s Bash Week ‘93!
Friday Praise Party




(Just south of Lawson Hall)
Sunday Morning Worship 10:30 A.M.
Wednesday Bible Study 7:00 P.M.
For more information call 345-6990
Editor’s note: This is the







finished last season with a 5-
6 record for the fourth
straight season, Redbirds’
coach Jim Heacock would
like to see this yearly trend
reach an end.
And while six seniors
returning from last season’s
Redbird squad, the sixth-year
coach does have 16 starters
returning (seven offense and
nine defense), which indi-
cates some optimism for the
season ahead.
“We’re getting good leader-
ship from the seniors,”
Heacock said. “I’m hoping
they and our other returnees
will carry us through the
year. They’ve all been show-
ing good attitudes.”
The key returning seniors
on defense will be first-team,
All-Gateway selection Clint
Cullen, Rob Wendlick and
Mike Williams, who com-
bined to record 21 sacks last
season. Williams enters the
season with 191 career tack-
les, Cullen has 177 and
Wendlick has 109.
The offense will be keyed
by senior Elbert Betts, a sec-
ond team All-Gateway selec-
tion last season who has
racked up 3,954 total career
yards and junior quarterback
Danny Barnett. 
Barnett, who passed for
more than 1,000 yards and
seven touchdowns last sea-
son, is being challenged by
Lester Anderson, a transfer
from Michigan State.
“It’s proven to be some
great competition for Danny,”
Heacock said. “I think it’s
helped them both become
better quarterbacks.
Meanwhile, the Redbirds’
road won’t be easy, as they






“It’s a tough schedule,”
Heacock said. “But the play-
ers coming back are definite-
ly improved. We’re just hop-
ing to stay focused and keep
away from injuries. Were a
bit young, so it’s hard to tell
at this point where were
headed.”
Also facing Heacock will be
the task of rebuilding the
offensive line without gradu-
ated star tailback, Toby
Davis, the Gateway confer-
ence’s all-time leading rusher
who finished with 3,702
career yards.
“He’ll be hard to replace,”
he said. “But we just have to
move on with what we have.”
Heacock mentioned bal-




Redbirds offense was geared
around Davis and the pass-
ing wasn’t outstanding.
“We know we can be com-
petitive,” Heacock said. “Now
it’s just a matter of being
able to win a few. I’m excited
about the challenge.”  
Outlook: The Redbirds are expected to finish in fifth
place in the Gateway Conference preseason poll.
Runningback Elbert Betts, second team All-Gateway
pick, leads the offense with junior quarterback Danny
Barnett.
Schedule: The Redbirds face five nationally ranked
teams this year in Northern Iowa, Youngstown State,
Western Illinois, Southwest Missouri State and McNeese






























































Illinois State at a glance
Preseason pick:
Fifth place in Gateway
Last season: 5-6, 2-4
Tied for fourth in Gateway
Redbirds hope to climb above .500
Six of the top seven on
the 1968 national squad
will be returning to
Charleston this week-
end. 
Most of that same
group also took the
national title in 1969.
Forty alumni are
expected to show up this
weekend. 
Dr. Tom Woodall will
be their honorary coach.
He was assistant coach
of the first two champi-
onship teams and was
head coach when
Eastern won again in
1977.
McInerney will be
somewhat torn in loyal-
ty, however, as he was a
member of the 1977
team, and could legiti-
mately be one of the
alums’ top entrants. He
will not be running
Saturday, but instead
will cheering on his own
Panthers. 















American honors in 1968
and 1969 along with
Dike Stirrett, Jim Skin-
ner, Marty McIntire,
Viril Hooe, Jim Fehren-
bacher, Ken Klipp, Dun-
can McHugh, Casey
Reinking and Scott
Touchette, who won the
race last year, and many
more will also be com-
peting.
“There are about
seven of them who are in
really good shape and
will be pretty competi-
tive,” McInerney said.
“We don’t have any par-
ticular strategy, just to
get out and after it.”
Alumni




Mike Garrison says this
year’s receiving core is by far
the fastest he has ever
coached here.
Add to this the fact that the
Panthers return senior quar-
terback Jeff Thorne, and
Garrison offers a little bit of
advice for opponents this sea-
son.
“If (opponents) don’t give us
the respect we deserve, they’ll
find out quick,” Garrison said.
The Panthers will have a
fairly experienced group of
receivers returning for the
1993 season. Leading the way
will be seniors Melvin
Jackson and Obadiah Cooper,
junior Greg Jensik and sopho-
more Pete Mauch.
“They’re a very solid group
with great chemistry,” offen-
sive coordinator Roy Wittke
said.
Wittke and Garrison both
said that Jackson could be the
most improved Panther play-
er from last season. Jackson,
who will probably start at
flanker, stayed at school over
the summer and worked out
to try to step up his game.
“He’s really come on,”
Wittke said. “He’s made
tremendous strides over last
year.”
Last season, Jackson
caught 23 passes for 280
yards and two touchdowns.
Cooper is the fastest
Panther. Competing on last
year’s  track team, he quali-
fied for the national meet in
the 50 and 100 meter sprints.
Garrison said scouts put his
speed at about 4.3 in the 40
yard dash.
“He’s more consistent and
more comfortable with the
system this year,” Garrison
said.
Cooper transferred to
Eastern from San Bernadino
Valley Community College in
California last year. Garrison
said he had some problems
adjusting to Eastern’s offense.
Jensik sat out last season
after transferring from Iowa
State. He will be competing
with Cooper for playing time
at split end.
“He probably has the best
hands of the receivers,”
Garrison said.
Mauch, who will compete
for time at flanker, was the
Panthers’ backup quarterback
last season. During spring
practice, the decision was
made to move him to receiver
to utilize his athleticism.
Garrison said he has been a
quick study.
“You expect him to have
good hands, because he had to
handle the ball all the time,”
Garrison said. “But it’s sur-
prising. When you talk about
a guy who’s been a quarter-
back all his life, you wonder
what kind of routes he’ll run.
He’s done a good job so far.”
Another receiver who could
see some playing time is
sophomore Demond Jones.
Garrison, in his fifth year
at Eastern, added that his
receivers will be able to make
the big catches this season.
“They’ll go out and get the
ball,” he said. “That’s one
thing we worked on – making
the great catch routine.”
He added that despite a
lack of size among the
receivers, they will be able to
take a big hit and walk off the
field.
“You might not see them
the rest of the game, but
they’ll take the hit,” Garrison
joked.
Eastern receivers have speed to burn
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer
The men’s cross country
team will kick off its season
at 5 p.m. Saturday with the
Alumni Open on the Lantz
athletic field.
The alumni meet is not an
official competition, but more
of a test of summer condition-
ing. Nevertheless, the Pant-
hers will toe the line in full
uniform to take on Panthers
of years gone by.
The meet has been run
every year since 1973, and
each race has shown one or
more surprises. The Panthers
never know what to expect
from the alumni. Which ones
will show up, as well as their
level of conditioning, is
always a mystery. Usually
Eastern pounds them in the
team scoring. But last year,
showed sweet victory for the
alumni, as they handled the
Panthers 20-36.
They had better be ready
for this year’s team, however,
as head coach John Mc-
Inerney will be fielding one of
the largest teams in school
history with more than 30
members filling the roster.
He also returns four of his
top seven runners in senior





only have a week of practice
behind them when the gun
goes off Saturday, but he said
most of his athletes prepared
well over the summer.
“Our big returnees are
looking pretty fit, and we
have a nice group of fresh-
men,” said McInerney. “We
haven’t done anything nasty,
but we’ve gotten a solid week
of training in. Saturday will
be a good test of how much
work was done over the sum-
mer.”
No matter how prepared,
or how big the blue bus is
this year, the alumni still
cannot be taken lightly. Many
of them were multi All-
Americans in their competi-
tive years at Eastern, and
despite some of them looking
quite fatherly and subdued,
still have the fire inside to
crank out a tough four-mile
race when necessary.
This year’s alumni gather-
ing will prove special, as this
season marks the 25th
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Senior Ramage hopes to net big year 
By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer
Some individuals have natural abilities.
Others work hard at what they hope to
accomplish. Then there’s a select few who
combine both of these qualities into one pack-
age.
Senior Theresa Ramage is one of these
select few.
A local product from Mattoon, Ramage is
the lone senior on this year’s squad. As a
junior, she was a Mid-Continent Conference
selection and the first women’s tennis player
at Eastern to be chosen as a Mid-Continent
“Player of the Week.”
Of course, all of these honors and achieve-
ments didn’t come easy. 
“I practiced everyday during the summer,
usuallly from six to nine hours,” said Ramage
who compares her practice schedule to a sum-
mer job.
Ramage’s teammates are quick to point out
her positive qualities also.
“She’s a great team leader,” sophomore
Terra Erickson said. “You can always go to
her if you need to talk, as everybody’s opinion
is taken into consideration.”
“She’s a great player who is very coach-
able,” said women’s tennis coach John Ross.
“She’s a great motivator,” said teammate
Melissa Welch. “We can always count on her
helping us by getting our game to where it
should be.”
Unlike most individuals who start playing
sports, Ramage didn’t get serious about ten-
nis until she was in high school. 
“I started playing my sophomore year while
at Mattoon high,” Ramage said. “I went to
state (in Arlington Heights) my sophomore
year as a doubles player, and again as a sin-
gles player my junior and senior year.”
Ramage said she’s realized that it’s not the
physical, but the mental aspect that leads one
to victory. “I feel that tennis is 80 to 90 per-
cent mental,” Ramage said. 
She also considers the role fatigue plays in
any physical activity. “Anytime you’ve played
a certain number of matches, it depends on
who’s in better shape.
Even with all of these awards, Ramage is
quick to point out others who have helped her
along the way.
“My family and friends are really impor-
tant,” Ramage said. “They come from Mattoon
to see my matches, along with my personal
coach Harry Gullion.”
Ramage explains that Ross has helped
tremendously in the conditioning aspect. “He
really knows how to get us in shape; he made
conditioning a top priority.” 
When asked who will carry the team next
year, Ramage explains that anyone is capable.
“I don’t think that it’s going to be singled
out between next year’s seniors, because all of
the upperclassmen are going to be of help.”
Harriers look for revenge
against alumni Saturday
ANDREW VERCOUTEREN/Staff Photographer
Runners from Eastern’s men’s cross country team  practice
Thursday for Saturday’s Alumni Open. The meet will mark
the opening of the Panthers’ season.    
• Continued on Page 7A
Eastern’s men’s and
women’s swimming and
diving teams will  meet
Tuesday at 3:15 p.m. at
the Lantz Pool. 
All new and returning
swimmers should attend,
said coach Ray Padovan.
For those with any ques-
tions, call Padovan at 581-
2612 or stop at his Lantz
office between 2 and 4
p.m.
Swim team meeting Tuesday
EAN ESKRA/Staff Photographer
Theresa Ramage, the Lady Panther’s lone senior tennis player,
hopes to return to her 1992 form when she was named to the
Mid-Continent Conference team. 
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Call Jerry's for a 
Great Hot Pizza 
Delivered to Your House
or Room
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Welcome to On the Verge of the
Weekend.
The Verge is a weekly entertainment
and lifestyle supplement which will be
crammed somewhere in each Friday’s edi-
tion of The Daily Eastern News . But just
what is The Verge all about?
We believe that The Verge should be
entertaining. We believe that The Verge
should provide excellent bathroom reading
material. We believe that The Verge
should serve as a guide of just what’s
going on in the hip megopolis that is the
Charleston-Mattoon area.
We believe in the soul, the hanging
curve ball, high fiber, good scotch, long
foreplay, show tunes. 
We believe that Lee Harvey Oswald
acted alone, we believe that there oughtta
be a constitutional amendment outlawing
astroturf and the designated hitter. We
believe in voting every election, soft core
pornography... and we believe in long,
slow, deep, soft, wet kisses that last for
three days. (We also don’t believe in pla-
giarizing from films like “Bull Durham”
except when it’s used for a cheap laugh.)
But we digress.
We hope you will enjoy The Verge’s
regular features and this year's new items:
A weekly calendar of events including the
names and addresses of the bars to be
raided that given weekend; Who Knew?,
wacky stores about the misery and misfor-
tune of others;and Talk Is Cheap, a week-
ly column which will spotlight the lighter
side of life and through which we will all
become better people.
Those of you already familiar with The
Verge will hopefully notice the significant
face lift that we have undergone for this
year. Coinciding with the changes made
by The DEN, The Verge has also adopted
a new graphics design (although we think
that The Verge logo looks cooler than that
of the DEN).
The new design is the product of DEN
graphics god Chris Soprych. After trying
numerous designs, Chris came up with the
groovy splatter design found on the cover
and the interior pages, also known as
“folios” (did we mention that reading The
Verge can be educational?). So sit back,
relax, read and reuse The Verge (it makes
an excellent paper boat that you can sail in
the sewage pond by Carman Hall) .
The Verge is brought to you by The
Daily Eastern News and is for external
use. Do not put in mouth or rectum.
Chris Soprych – Dedicated designer.








An extra special Verge thank you to the following people:
Karin Burrus and Brian Poulter for their help and sugges-
tions with the new design, Mitch McGlaughlin and Chris
Soprych for this week’s cover, and J.A. Winders and Rich
Bird for all their last-minute help.
Verge Staff
Top 10 Reasons to Read the Verge:
10) It’s free.
9) May include nude pictures of your   
favorite administrators.
8) Don’t have to be 21 to read.
7) Easier to carry than “War and Peace.”
6) Bathroom reading of choice for Joey Buttafuoco.
5) Only causes cancer in one out of 10 lab rats.
4) Cartoons with lots and lots of body function humor.
3) One of more than 1000 items made by Indians.
2) If you don’t, you suck.
1) Uses the word “rectum” with reckless abandon.
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On the Verge of the Weekend August 27, 1993 3B
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Sat. Aug 28 12-5 pm
Prizes, Free Lemonade,
and Special Value Cards
to be given away
Lincoln & Division Charleston
OTTERBEIN UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
2175 Harrison - Charleston
Rev. Phil McCoy
Worship Service 9:30 A.M.
Sunday School 10:30 A.M.
Transportation Provided
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• 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Hot Mix Dance Party in
the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
• 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. UB Video: “How I Got
Into College” and “Summer School” playing
from at the University Lounge in the Union.
Admission is free.
• 10 p.m. Rock ‘n’ roll band Malaki from
Effingham will perform at Ted’s Warehouse,
102 Sixth St. Admission $1 with coupon.
• 10 p.m. Alternative rock night with DJ
Kevin Kramer at Roc’s, 410 Sixth St.
Saturday
• 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Quakin’ The Quad is
free for all students at the South Quad.
• 11 p.m. Comedian Jaz Kaner will per-
form in the Rathskeller. Admission is 50
cents.
• 10 p.m. to 12:45 a.m. Black Greek
Council Dance “Back to the Beach” from at
the University Ballroom.
• 10 p.m. Cover band Mickey Finn will per-
form at Ted’s Warehouse. Admission $1 with
coupon.
• 10 p.m. Monday through Thursday.
Dance night with DJ Kevin Kramer at Roc’s.
• 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. UB Video:
“Boomerang” and “Coming To America” will
be playing in the University Lounge in the
Union. Admission is free.
Thursday
• 10:30 p.m. “Poster Children” and
“Stakedaddy 6” will perform in The Dungeon
at Friends & Co., 509 Van Buren.
Calendar
By MITCH McGLAUGHLIN
Buying a CD on the
strength of one song has often
been a problem.
And while the lead single off
the self-titled Blind Melon
release (Capitol Records), “No
Rain” is a catchy, almost folky
single, and has swept its way
up the charts and into the
radio play lists across the coun-
try, one wonders if the money
be laid out on the strength of
just one single?
In this case, the listener
should not hesitiate to put the
money down.
Even though the album
came out a yearago, recent
interest has been sparked by
the premiere of the video for
“No Rain” on MTV, some
months after the release.
The lyrics are reminisent of
the rather indecipherable
songs of REM, and both bands
have had songs called “Drive.”
But it is there that any resem-
belance to Michael Stipe and
Co. ends.
Some of the songs are
catchy, while others are strong
moving statements about the
state of our times.
Even though this sounds
fairly heavy, Blind Melon never
seems to drop into self-pity or
self-loathing as a good deal of
alternative bands are apt to do.
Listeners should not expect
a flood of sound-alike songs
either. This album shows a
good diversity throughout,
even though it is easily appar-
ent that “No Rain” was pro-
duced as a single.
“Paper Scratcher,” a song
about what most people would
call a bum (a homeless, eco-
nomically challenged, welfare
eligible man to the politically
correct crowd) is a simple-
sounding song about a com-
plex subject. The song uses
metaphors to explain and con-
vey an image, instead of sim-
ply trying to confuse the listen-
er.
Not to say that things don’t
get confusing on this album.
The young girl dressed in her
bee-like recital clothing should
serve as a testament to the
weirdness that sometimes
occurs throughout the record-
ing.
The CD stays with the same
general sound and style of the
single, so those who enjoy
what they have heard on the
radio should probably pick-up
the album.
Perhaps much like the bee
in the  “No Rain” video, this
album will find a home in your
collection after being shunned
by the world for so long.
Music
‘Melon’ not flying blind
with strong debut effort
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See us for your
sewn on letters
Great Prices and Fast Service 
on Custom orders
Specials this Saturday on Pre Printed
GREEK T-Shirts
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NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!
Italian- ham,salami, pepperoni, mozzarella, lettuce, tomato and Italian dressing.
Meatball- meatballs and sauce.
Ham & Cheese- ham, mozzarella, lettuce, ltalian dressing.
Italian Beef- Italian roast beef, aujus and pepperoncini.
Poor Boy- ham, salami, mozzarella, lettuce, French dressing.
Sicilian- ham, salami, pepperoni, special sauce and mozzarella.
Free Bag of Chips and Free Delivery
All Sandwiches $399
HOT OVEN-BAKED GRINDERS
FRI. Large Taco or BBQ
Pizza only $499
SAT. XX Large Pizza $999
one topping only
SUN. Small Pizza with up
to 5 Toppings $499
$19 PER DAY w/100 Free miles
$119 PER WEEK w/1000 Free miles
•Most Major Credit Cards Accepted
•Low Rates Include Proper Insurance
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DO YOU PLAY A BAND INSTRUMENT?
WERE YOU A MEMBER OF YOUR HIGH
SCHOOL FLAG CORPS OR DRILL TEAM?
JOIN the EIU PANTHER 
MARCHING BAND
PERFORM AT CHICAGO 
BEARS HOME OPENER
TRAVEL TO WASHINGTON, D.C. FOR
THE EIU VS. NAVY GAME
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NEW YORK (AP) – It all
boils down to this: Dave vs.
Jay ... mano a mano.
For many viewers, it may
seem only a matter of weeks
since David Letterman said
adios to NBC. It may seem
like only a couple of months
that they’ve have had to make
do with reruns from 11 years
of “Late Night’’ archives. It
may seem that way because
the calendar proves it’s been
just a fleeting 66 days since
the smash “Late Night’’ finale
June 25.
But what has festered
seemingly forever – at least,
since NBC hurt Letterman’s
feelings in June 1991 by
spurning him in favor of Jay
Leno’s succeeding Johnny
Carson – has led to a show-
down that begins Monday
night.
CBS’ “Late Show with
David Letterman’’ against
NBC’s “Tonight Show with
Jay Leno’’ – the long-awaited,
much-hyped main event in
what the abiding media have
christened “the Late-Night
Wars.’’ The temporal arena in
which this war will be waged
is known in the industry as
“11:30’’ (actually 11:35 p.m.
EDT), and found on your TV
screen.
May the best man win! Of
course, other men (and they
are all men) will be in the
ring, too.
The senior player on the
late-night scene is Ted Koppel
of ABC’s “Nightline.’’ The
syndicated “Arsenio Hall
Show’’ will continue to air in
many cities at that same hour.
And Sept. 7, “The Chevy
Chase Show’’ kicks off in the
11 p.m. to midnight EDT slot
on the Fox network.
But Monday night, only
Jay and Dave will really mat-
ter in Late-Night Land.
In this corner, from Studio
1 at NBC in Burbank, Calif.,
Leno, 43, earning a reported
$3 million per year, and forti-
fied by a new set and opening
unveiled last week, will bring
on as his guests country
singer Garth Brooks and
“Beverly Hills 90210’’ heart-
throb Luke Perry.
And in that corner, from
CBS’ Studio 50 in the freshly
restored Ed Sullivan Theater
in the heart of Manhattan,
Letterman, 46, earning a
reported $14 million per
year, will bring on musician
Billy Joel and actor-comic Bill
Murray.
DING! If it seems that cov-
erage of this faceoff belongs
not on the TV page but in the
sports section, the two prime
contenders frame their rivalry
in live-and-let-live terms.
“We’re not worried about
(`Tonight’),’’ said Letterman
recently, “as much as trying
to do a pretty entertaining
show.’’ “It’s all good sport,’’
said Leno last week. “Dave’s
a gentleman. We’ll have fun.’’
When asked if he’ll be think-
ing about his opponent when
he steps before the cameras
this Monday afternoon, Leno
laughed.
“You do your best work
when somebody’s breathing
down your neck, don’t you?’’
he said. “But we’re not a new
show coming on...we do this
every day”
Despite such politesse,
handicappers already are hard
at work.
“We’re at a vast disadvan-
tage, for the time being,’’ Let-
terman said.
If so, it’s because one-third
of CBS’ affiliates initially will
delay airing “Late Show’’ by a
half-hour or more to accom-
modate syndicated program-
ming. 
Virtually none of NBC’s
affiliates delay “Tonight.’’
With fewer and fewer people
watching TV as the night
wears on, even a half-hour lag
translates into a loss of one
full rating point. 
According to this logic,
Letterman will lose some
300,000 TV homes until
months down the line, when
more CBS stations clear the
11:35 p.m. slot for him.
“But it’ll take probably until
November or December to
see where each side is,’’ Leno
said. “What I think will hap-
pen is, each side will have a
series of charts and graphs
explaining how they’ve won.’’  
In the meantime, according
to an advertising campaign
NBC began this summer,
“America is standing up for
Jay.’’ CBS launched its own
campaign with the theme:
“Same Dave. Better time.
New station.’’ 
Letterman and Leno
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PRAGUE, Czech Republic (AP) -Qualifying was hard enough - downing 
two pints of beer in one gulp. But that 
Ear apparent: Big 
ears land man in 
new Gibson film 
s only the prelude to an arduous bout BEA VER CREEK, Ohio (AP) - Rob 
of elbow-bending. DeDiemar got a three-minute appear-
The winner? A bus driver who rarely ance in a Mel Gibson movie because his Indulges in alcohol. ears stick out and curve forward a little. 
The man, who was not identified by "People called them taxi-door ears," 
e state CTR news agency, put away said DeDiemar, 19, of Beavercreek. 
0 pints of brew Saturday to triumph at "They said they looked Uke the doors of 
e annual beer drinkers' contest in a taxi sticking out 
akonice. ..--------- open." 
The contest, held about 75 DeDiemar 
·es soutwest of Prague, was appears in uThe 
n to anyone who would by Man Without a 
in a two-pint glass of beer at Face," which 
e gulp. opens nation-
Many cleared that hurdle. wide Wednesday. 
er a short break, the contest He portrays an 
an in earnest - competitors older version of 
to down six pints an hour. the movie's 13-
0nly eight finalists survived year-old star, 
o the evening. And only two Nick Stahl, who 
de it till midnight, when the also has unusual 
er was announced. ears. 
The driver received $320 in Gibson stars 
· e money, said CTK. in and makes his 
Czechs have one of the high- directing debut in 
beer consumption in the the movie, which 
§1l1� Weekend 
Fun! 
Fri - Lunch: CbJcken Club $450 





Join Us for 
Karaoke - tapes &.. cassettes 
7-9pm 
20 oz. Miller Lite &.. Bud Light $150 
Sat � Sun - RJbeye Sandwich $395 
Special Entertainment Night 
Sun (only) - Mucho Nachos $295 
t 9 to enter 2 t to drink 
ID - Driver's License 
5-STIX 
Pool $150 
(7849) Never A Cover! 
LU:<I> LU:<I> �<I> LlL<I> �<I> LU:<I> �<I> 
: DELTA SIGMA PID �: 
<I> Fall Rush Schedule 
<I> 
was delayed for 
; r.··:�:�1"'\·*� _ w �  ''°,.w,$ � 
six months while Icon Productions 
looked for someone with the right ears 
for the part of the older St.ahJ. 
DeDiemar was given two lines to 
speak. He was paid $500. 
Madonna can't 
pay this one off 
by way of skin 
NEW YORK {AP) - A record compa­
ny and its publisher are suing Madonna 
for $2.25 million, claiming two of her 
songs copied one of theirs. 
The federal lawsuit filed Tuesday by 
Easy Street Records Inc. and Publishing 
Corp. of America names Time-Warner 
Inc .. Madonna and others as defen­
dants. 
Christine Wolff, a spokeswoman for 
Warner Records, a division of Time-­
Warner, said she didn't know anything 
about the lawsuit. Wolff said Madonna's 
publicist also knew nothing of the law­
suit. 
The lawsuit claims Madonna's 1992 
songs "Bad Girl" and "Deeper and 
Deeper" copied portions of "You Don't 
Know," a song writ en in May 1985. 
• Authentic Mexican 
& American Cuisine 
•Full Bar 
• Free Hors Doeuvers 
M-Th Spm to Oose 
•Carry Out 
East Side of Square - Charleston 345-2223 
,'· s� fl'�,. 
'1 �· � 
.. �,j HEADQUARTERS FOR All 
c, 
� .. ..._-.c_,, 
<I> 
Monday, Aug. 30- Cookout with the 






· f YOUR GREEK NEEDS �r . r-shirts • ID holders 
•Mugs· Tuesday, Aug. 31- Delta Sig Beach Bash �: 
6:00pm �<I> 
Wednesday, Sept. 1- Hawaiian Luau �: 
6:00 pm 
LU:<l> 
Thursday, Sept. 2- Formal Smoker 
7:00 pm 
For Rides and Information 







L\l:<I> �<I> ill:<I> �<I> LlL<I> �<I> LU:<I> 
• Paddles 
• Glassware • Balloons 
•Pins • Pencils 
• Shorts • Sweatshirts 
Hats • Key Chains • 
Life without beer 
By EllZABEIH RAICBLE 
and STEVE LYSAKER 
Ifs not exactly prohibition. but 
underage students wishing to 
belly up to their favorite bars may 
see Mayior Dan Cougill's bar 
received a number of phone calls 
from bands interested in per­
forming in places other than bars 
in the Charleston area. 
.. I've got bands coming out of 
the woodwork looking for alter­
natives to the bar scene," Cougill 
said. 
He said that most of the bands 
������������� whocalledknewof 
to 
But that is simply not true 
according to Eastern President 
David Joms. Joms said that he 
and Cougill have worked togeth­
er on bar enl?y/:;ervice enforce­
ment from almost the beginning 
and that each have been working 
on alternatives to the bars. 
"The people who are usually 
most adversely affected by exces· 
sive drinking ... are underage 
(patrons)," Jomssaid. "l had all 
the student leaders to my house 
for dinner (last year) and asked 
them lo come up with the activi· 
ties that wou1d be made available 
(Qua.kin' in the Quad) had a large 
turnout because it was designed 
for young people by young peo­
ple. 
"We do feel though that we 
can come up with activities that 
are attractive to people and will 
allow them to have a good time 
without having them falling down 
drunk . .. most of the activities are 
student orientated: they were 
established by student organiza­
tions," Joms said. 
CJougill echoed Joms' com­
ments: "(Joms) has really listened 
to the students. Quakin • in the 
Quad has been rantastic - it was 
something the students \\/anted 
and participated in ... 
Cougill $ald that while he ls 
"being tough" with underage 
drinking, he said that he does not 
want the students to feel that he 
is not working on alternatives. 
"I've talked to a million people 
about coffee houses." Cougill 
said. "Too many people are con­
vinced that you would have to 
\.I/Ork harder to get a coffee 
house or juice bar to make 
money. 
"Alcohol is the lazy man's way 
of making money," he said. 
While Cougill said that he has 
no commitments from anyone to 
open or help sponsor a coff e.e 
house or juice bar. he said that 
he is · still working on it" 
''We've done some surveys 
and the response looks good," 
he said. "This seems to be some­
thing a number of students are 
interested in." 
Cougill said he has also 
Charleston's crackdown on 
underage drinking and were 
interested in outdoor shows 
or other bar alternatives. 
�1 think this is a positive 
response," Cougill said. 1'Jt's 
good to see students and 
other people working on 
activities outside of the bar 
scene." 
One organization continuing 
to proVide students with an alter· 
native is the Office of Orienta­
tion/ AIDS. Alcohol and Drug 
Info1mation, which has a primary 
function to inform and educate 
students and campus/community 
organtzations. 
"We have added more pro­
grams for the students and shift­
ed them from day lo night." said 
Lynette Drake. coordinator of 
the Office of Orientation. 
"There's usually a tunnel vision 
when 1t comes to the bars: it's 
dark, has loud music. and people 
mostly stand around and social­
iz.e. The reggae band Saturdeiy 
night (f ony Bell and Kootchie) 
offered the same thing. only 
without alcohol." 
Ellie Huber, part of Drake's 
staff, said that one of the biggest 
problems the office has is that 
the awareness of What there is to 
do is not available 
''l111S year we're trying to beef 
up the designs and drive the pro­
grams thro1,1gh better advertis­
ing,' Huber said. 
University Board is also mak· 
ing a concerted effort to provide 
more "altemalives" to bars and 
area parties. 
"(The crackdO\A.111) may help 
out a bit, but then students can 
always go to parties to drink and 
sneak out when the police 
come," UB president Kevin Li� 
kie said. 
Lipkie and his staff have taken 
note of the overwhelming con­
cern of t.mderage drinking and its 
effect on the community and are 
planning ··more of a push for 
weekend programs." 
"Jams has expressa::I that he 
wants more weekend activities 
for the students - 1 have no prob­
lem with that," Lipke said. "Our 
sole purpose is to provide quality 
entertainment at a low cost for 
the students." 
Some prospective plans from 
UB include movies on the week­
ends, another Quakin · in the 
Quad in the spring, concert mini· 
t Continued on Page 12 
OUSE W ;f� 
WE DELIVER DAILY! [T1JE5.-SUN.) 
Thurs. - Fri. Lunch Buffet s400 
Daily Specials for s425and s4so 
which include free egg roll. 
1505 18t St. Charleston 348-5941 
Tue.-ll1urs. I la.m.-9 p.m. Fri. &SaL 11 a.m.-10 p.m.: Sun. 12·9 p.m. Closed Mon. 
Hi.sh Quality_. Low Price 
Welcome Back EIU! 
6 � -.. �'"� I· . - · · ---
FlllAllCIAL 
Pi 
little Caesars-� Plml!Plmt 
'IWo great ptzza.sl One low prtce: Alwayal Always! 
3 West Lincoln 











Will Be Held 
MONDAY, AUGUST 3 
AND 
TUESDAY, AUGUST 3 
AT 7:00 P.M. 
ON THE MAINSTAGE 
DOUDNA FINE ARTS CENTE 
CALL 581-3110 FOR 
INFORMATION 
AUDITITONS ARE 
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• Over 3000 Movies in Stock
• Large Selection of Nintendo,
Super Nintendo, & Genesis Games
• Machine Rentals
• Free Movie Rental Plans Available
207 B Lincoln Ave.
Charleston, IL  61920
345-1444
7 Days a Week
Noon - Midnight
We’re New in Town, So Come on in for our
Get Aquainted Special





































































































(Not Valid With Any Other Offer) Expires September 30,1993







"You Carry The Key"
Behind Rex & Dons Van Lines






















































































0MI Me.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye ? ?
?J ? ?
(M?W5eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW& ? ?




X V 6Xg?J ? ?
0MW(M?S,eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eO K?O2 T(M? )eW.eW& ? ?
0MI Me.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye7Y?O&YO2 0MI M?I+Ye He.Ye.Y ? ?
?J ?h ? ?
(M?W5eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eO K?O.eW2 eW5eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.eW.e ? ?
0? M?I(Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye*U?O&YO2 He* e.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Ye.Ye ? ?
0M? V e?W ?eN Lg?J ? ?
(M?W(M?W.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eO K?O2 T(M?W5eW& ?W.? W.eW.eW.eW.eW.e eW.eW& ? ?
0M?I(Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y?O&Ye.YW2 (MI M?I+Ye.Ye.Y ?.Y? (Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye He.Ye.Y ? ?
X ?O2 6Xe7 H Le? H? ?J ?h ? ? ?e f?W2 ?W2 6X? 6X? ?
0MW(M?S,eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW&K?O2 (M? )e ?W.eW.eW.eW.e eJ eW.eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.eW.e ? ? ?e ?7 ?I40Y eW&(MI')X e? 1? ?
0MI Me.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y?W&Y?O& 0? M?I(Ye He ?.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye He e.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Ye.Ye ? ? ?e f?3 ?f e7 H??N e? ? ?
?7 hf?J ??J L ?J ?eN Lg?J ? ? ?e ?V4 6X? e f e? 5? ?
(M?W5eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW&K?O2 ?J W.eW.eW.eW& ?W& eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.? W.eW.eW.eW.eW.e eW.eW& ? ? ?e f? 1? e e ?
0? M?I(Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y?O&Y?O& 0? Y ? (Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Y He.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Y? (Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye He.Ye.Y ? ?3 L?J (M?g? ? e3 L??J e? 1? ?
0M? ?O2 (Mh LN H?hf Le ? Le? H? ?J ?h ? ?V')?&(Yf?'6K? 5? eV')KO&(Y e? ? ?
(M?W(M?W.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eO K?O2 6T2 W(Y?W.eW.e ? eW.eW.eW.e e ?W.eW.eW.eW.e eJ eW.eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.eW.e ? V4 0Y? ?V4 0Y? e?V4 0Y? e? ? ?
0M?I(Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye*U?O&YO2 (Y (Ye.Ye.Ye H? e.Ye.Ye.Ye He ?.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye He e.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Ye.Ye ? ?
X V g? H? H?h?J ?? hf?J ??J L ?J ?eN Lg?J ? ?
T(M?S,eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eO K?O2 6T2 ?W5eW.eJ e eW.eW.eW& ?J W.eW.eW.eW& ?W& eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.? W.eW.eW.eW.eW.e eW.eW& ? ?
0MI M?I+Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y?W&YO2 (Y ?.Ye.Ye e e.Ye.Ye.Y ? (Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Y He.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Y? (Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye He.Ye.Y ? ?
? ?7 g? H? LhN ?J hf LN H?hf Le ? Le? H? ?J ?h ?g? ?? ?? ?? ?e 6X? e? ?W2 6X? ?e ?W2 6?2 ?g ?
?W.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eO KO2 ?J 5eW.eJ e eW.eW.? W& W.eW.eW.e ? eW.eW.eW.e e ?W.eW.eW.eW.e eJ eW.eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.eW.e ? ?3 L? ?J 5?J Le e? 1? f e? W&(MI')X ?e ?7 ?I4 ?he ?
?.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y?O&Y?O&H? 0M?I Y ? He.Ye e He.Ye.Y? (Y (Ye.Ye.Ye H? e.Ye.Ye.Ye He ?.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye He e.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Ye.Ye ?g?N )X W& H?7 1e e? ? e? HeN ?e ?3 ?e? ? e ?
L ?O2 ?? Xg LN ?gN ?J ?h? H? H?h?J ?? hf?J ??J L ?J ?eN Lg?J ?h ?J L? e? 5? ?e? ?e ?V4 6X ?g ?
eW.eW-K?O KO2 ?W2 (M?W ?J eW.e ? ?W.eW.? W& ?W.eW.eJ e eW.eW.eW& ?J W.eW.eW.eW& ?W& eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.? W.eW.eW.eW.eW.e eW.eW& ? 3 5?7 ?? 1? e f e? ?e? ?e f? ?he ?
H?W&Y?O&R 0Y ?& (Ye.Y ? He.Ye H? ?.Ye.Y? (Y ?.Ye.Ye e e.Ye.Ye.Y ? (Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Y He.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Y? (Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye He.Ye.Y ? N ?? HJ ? e? 1? e? LeJ L?J 5 ? ? e ?
?W& ?f LN H?f LN ?f?J ?? Lg? H? LhN ?J hf LN H?hf Le ? Le? H? ?J ?h ?h? ?? ?7 f e? ? f e? V')KO&(MI')?&(Y?'6K? ? e ?
?7 ?W(Y ?W.e ? eW.e ? ?W.eW& ?J eW.eJ e eW.eW.? W& W.eW.eW.e ? eW.eW.eW.e e ?W.eW.eW.eW.e eJ eW.eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.eW.e ? ? ?? ? e? ? e? ?V4 0YeV4 0Y??V4 0?4 ?g ?
? ?.Y? ?.Ye H? e.Ye H? ?.Ye.Y ? He.Ye e He.Ye.Y? (Y (Ye.Ye.Ye H? e.Ye.Ye.Ye He ?.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye He e.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Ye.Ye ? ?
? Le? Le?J ?? f?J ?? Lg LN ?gN ?J ?h? H? H?h?J ?? hf?J ??J L ?J ?eN Lg?J ? ?
eJ eW& ?J W.eW& ?J eW.e ? ?W.eW.? W& ?W.eW.eJ e eW.eW.eW& ?J W.eW.eW.eW& ?W& eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.? W.eW.eW.eW.eW.e eW.eW& ? ?
? He He.Y ? (Ye.Y ? He.Ye H? ?.Ye.Y? (Y ?.Ye.Ye e e.Ye.Ye.Y ? (Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Y He.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Y? (Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye He.Ye.Y ? ?
? ?eN ?f LN H?f LN ?f?J ?? Lg? H? LhN ?J hf LN H?hf Le ? Le? H? ?J ?h ? ?
? ?W.? ?W.e ? eW.e ? ?W.eW& ?J eW.eJ e eW.eW.? W& W.eW.eW.e ? eW.eW.eW.e e ?W.eW.eW.eW.e eJ eW.eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.eW.e ? ?
? ?.Y? ?.Ye H? e.Ye H? ?.Ye.Y ? He.Ye e He.Ye.Y? (Y (Ye.Ye.Ye H? e.Ye.Ye.Ye He ?.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye He e.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Ye.Ye ? ?
? Le? Le?J ?? f?J ?? Lg LN ?gN ?J ?h? H? H?h?J ?? hf?J ??J L ?J ?eN Lg?J ? ?
eJ eW& ?J W.eW& ?J eW.e ? ?W.eW.? W& ?W.eW.eJ e eW.eW.eW& ?J W.eW.eW.eW& ?W& eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.? W.eW.eW.eW.eW.e eW.eW& ? ?
? He He.Y ? (Ye.Y ? He.Ye H? ?.Ye.Y? (Y ?.Ye.Ye e e.Ye.Ye.Y ? (Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Y He.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Y? (Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye He.Ye.Y ? ?
?eV ?f LN H?f LN ?f?J ?? Lg? H? LhN ?J hf LN H?hf Le ? Le? H? ?J ?h ? ?
M? ?O K? )X eW.e ? ?W.eW& ?J eW.eJ e eW.eW.? W& W.eW.eW.e ? eW.eW.eW.e e ?W.eW.eW.eW.e eJ eW.eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.eW.e ? ?
M?I M?I ?4 ?O&Ye Y? ?.Ye.Y ? He.Ye e He.Ye.Y? (Y (Ye.Ye.Ye H? e.Ye.Ye.Ye He ?.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye He e.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Ye.Ye ? ?
?W ?g LN ?gN ?J ?h? H? H?h?J ?? hf?J ??J L ?J ?eN Lg?J ? ?
W.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.M?W(M?W(M?W )X ?O)X?W.? W& ?W.eW.eJ e eW.eW.eW& ?J W.eW.eW.eW& ?W& eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.? W.eW.eW.eW.eW.e eW.eW& ? ?
.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.M?I M?I MI4 )?&Y? Y ?.Ye.Ye e e.Ye.Ye.Y ? (Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Y He.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Y? (Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye He.Ye.Y ? ?
?I' ?hN ?J hf LN H?hf Le ? Le? H? ?J ?h ? ?
? e? e? e? e? e? e? e? e? e? e? e? e? eV+M?I MI4 ? ? ? e? e? e ? e? e? e? e e ?? e? e? e? e e? e? e? e? e? e? ?? e? e ? ?
?e ?e ?e ?e ?e ?e ?e ?e ?e ?e ?e ?e ?e ?e ?e ?e ?e 6K?O K?O)Xe ?? e ?e ?e ?e ?e ? ?e ?e ?e ?e ?e e ?e ?e ?e ?e ? ? ?e ?e ? ?
?I' )K? ?? hf?J ??J L ?J ?eN Lg?J ? ?
? e? eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eS(M?W(M?W(?' W K?O K?O.eW& ?W& eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.? W.eW.eW.eW.eW.e eW.eW& ? ?
.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y?V'M?I M?I4 Y?O&Y W&Y He.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Y? (Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye He.Ye.Y ? ?
?W ? Le? H? ?J ?h ? ?
? e? eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.M?W(M?W(M? 6? K?O K?O e eJ eW.eW.eW.eW.eW& ?W.eW.e ? ?
.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye M?I M?I MI4 e Y?O& e.Ye.Ye.Ye.Ye.Y ?.Ye.Ye ? ?O2
I4 Lg?J ? O2
?@e? eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW.eW(M?W(M?W 6K?O K?O)X?W.e eW.eW& ? O2








































































































































































































































































































































































































































(MI' H??7 ?I' 5??7
e?N eJ ??N H??
)Xe3 e7 Le3 eJ














Le? (MI' 1e? (MI'
1e? (YeV' e? (YeV'
e? H?f e?3 H?e?N
e?3 L?eW& e?N L?e?J
e?N )X?W& L?e )KeW&









LeJ ?I' LeJ ?I'












?e?O2 (MI' He?W2 (MI'
??W2 H??N LeO& H??N






1eV' ?e )X??3 ?e
L??V' 5??J 1??V' ?e
)XeN H??7 LeV' 5??J
)X??3 5eJ )X??N H??7
1?e He7 )X?J eJ







fO& (MI' fO& (MI'




































(?' ?e (?' LeN
H?V' L?J H?V' 1e?















?e? (MI' ?e? ?e
LeJ (Y?e LeJ 5??J











?e3 (M?I' LeN (M?I'
LeN H?eN 1e? H?eV'
1e? f? e? L?f
e? L?eJ e? )XeW&













5?e (?' (Ye (MI
(Y??7 H?V' (Y??J Hh
(YeJ ? (YeW& ?
(Y??W& Le H??W& Lh





















(MI' e?3 (MI' L??N
(Y??V' L??N (Y??V' 1?e
?f? 1?e ?fN ?e
)X??W& ?e )X?eJ ??J










(Ye (? (Ye? (?
(Y??J (Y? H??W& (Y?g
HeW& H 5e?7 ?h
5??W& ? (YeJ )X?g




















?e (?' ?e3 (?'
?e3 (Y?V' LeN (Y?V'
LeN H?eN 1e? H?eV'
1e? L?eJ e? L?f
e? )X?W& e? )XeW&











(Y??J (MI H??J (MI
HeW& (Y 5eW& Hh
5??W& (Ye7 ?

















Friday, Saturday, Sunday - August 27-29
Come to Judy’s Hallmark Shop








N@ W&H? W&H?e@@@? e
?@ 75f?W&5f3@@Lhe






























































• Selected Picture Frames
• Selected Gift Wrap
• Selected Fragrance Items
• Selected Gifts
• Selected Partyware
• Selected Stationery & Notes
Special Buy: Silver Plated
Heart Box with Glass Perfume













































































































































































































































































































































































































(M?? )?& (M?I' )K?
He? He?N




?e )K?e? ?e )K?e?

























(MI' H??7 ?I' 5??7
e?N eJ ??N H??
)Xe3 7 Le3 eJ













? N L ?
Le? (MI' 1e? (MI'
1 ? (YeV' ? (YeV'
e? H?f e?3 H? ?N
?3 L?eW& ?N L?e?J
e?N )X?W& L?e )K W&









LeJ ?I' L J ?I'
)KO& 5e? )KO& eN











?e?O2 (MI' He?W2 (MI'
??W2 H??N L O& H??N






1 V' ?e )X??3 ?e
L??V' 5??J 1??V' ?
)XeN H??7 LeV' 5??J
)X??3 5eJ )X??N H??7
1?e H 7 )X?J eJ







O& (MI' O& (MI'
eO2 HeN eO2 HeN



































(?' ?e (?' L N
H?V' L?J H?V' 1e?















? ? (MI' ? ? ?e
LeJ (Y?e LeJ 5??J











?e3 (M?I' L N (M?I'
L N H?eN 1e? H?eV'
1e? f? ? L?f
? L?eJ e? )XeW&













5?e (?' (Ye (MI
(Y??7 H?V' (Y??J Hh
(YeJ ? (YeW& ?
(Y??W& Le H??W& L





















(MI' ?3 (MI' L??N
(Y??V' L??N (Y??V' 1?e
?f? 1?e ?fN ?
)X??W& ? )X?eJ ??J










(Ye (? (Ye? (?
(Y??J (Y? H??W& (Y?g
HeW& H 5e?7 ?h
5??W& ? (Y J )X?













)KO& ?eI4 )KO& ?eI4
?f? ?f?W





? (?' ?e3 (?'
?e3 (Y?V' L N (Y?V'
L N H?eN 1e? H?eV'
1e? L? J ? L?f
? )X?W& e? )XeW&











(Y??J (MI H??J (MI
HeW& (Y 5eW& Hh
5??W& (Y 7 ?












L ? L ?
)K?? )X?J
)?&
“When You Care Enough To Send The Very Best”
JUDY’S
HALLMARK SHOP
West Park Plaza, Charleston, IL
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Mother's. . . 
THIS WEEKEND AT
“the best specials in town!”
$1 Deals on your Favorite
Drafts, Bottles, & Drinks
* FRIDAY NITE EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
25¢ hamburgers
8pm till they’re gone
EDITOR’S NOTE – Remem-
ber the old milk cap games?
Well, they’re back. They sur-
faced in Hawaii and they’re
spreading to the mainland.
It’s a cheap form of amuse-
ment that’s also opening up a
lucrative business for manu-
facturers of collectibles.
HONOLULU (AP) – In this
age of complicated electronic
toys, simple games played with
pasteboard milk bottle caps by
Depression-era kids have taken
Hawaii by storm.
The bottle caps also















and guava, ingredients of a
popular bottled drink produced
on the islands.
The pog game is simple:
Stack a set of the discs design-
side up on the floor and use a
“hitter’’ – usually two or three
pogs glued together – to whack
the top of the stack. The player
who flips the most caps wins.
It sounds overly simplistic.
But when an article in a nation-
al news weekly said Hawaii’s
children were forced to invent
their own “mindless fad’’
because they live in isolation, a
state legislator took the maga-










arrive at a more
intelligent, unbiased
and indulgent view of a long-
forgotten form of recreation
that has been reintroduced to
the present generation of
Hawaii’s youth who need to















rate caps have popped
up, some of them fancy
caps with holograms,




pog sells from 3
cents to 10 cents
with most of upper-
end discs command-
ing $10 to $15.
The pog rage has
spanned a wide sprectrum
of activities. Hobby shops
advertise pogs rather than cards
or other collectibles and there
are tournaments and fund-rais-
ers galore.
Recently, Honolulu radio sta-
tion KSSK staged a $1-a-milk
cap fund-raiser to help reduce
the national debt. It brought
in $10,000. A stunned





he said. “On behalf





a major manufacturer of
non-sports collectibles based
in Durham, N.C., plans to pro-
duce caps utilizing its licensed
comic book characters, includ-
ing Superman and Spiderman,
as well as Disney characters.
Another company that initi-
ated milk cap production is Col-
lect-a-Card of Greenville, S.C.
Darin Omura, who works
with SkyBox International, says
he’s shipping 150,000 sets of
pogs per week.
Pat Kadooka, a wholesaler-
retailer, says: “When we start-
ed, we sold maybe 3,000 pogs
total. Now, we’re up to 15,000
to 20,000 per week.’’ Coming
on the heels of a slump in the
sports card market, the poten-

















these large, rich card compa-
nies make multiple millions of
cards and then try to sell the


























Game begins to catch on
stateside thanks to
islanders’ revival
Editors note: Spawn Pogs car-
toons (below) are courtesy of
Eclipse Comics.
Th4!! Daily Eastern Neu•s 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor­
rect insertion. Report 
erroni immediat.ely at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will 
appear in the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed AFTER 2 
p.m. will be published in 
the following day's newspa­
per. Ads cannot be canceled 
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead­
line. 
Cla8$ified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit. may be billed. 
All Advertising submit­
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to awroval 
and may be revised, reject­
ed ,  or canceled at any time. 
The Daily &.srern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec­
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DISC-33 WEIU-9 TBS.3f 
Wrldlile TaleS Bl� Jazz Festival Case di 
Wild Sanctuaries 9-Town Sounds Noloriaul 
Oceans of Air Cousteau's Wolld Nari Glq 
Tates fil. Wood Ai.GJbon 
ard Watllel Netm I 
all filo1s: 
sing books and plays, movies suddenly turn serious 
OS ANGELES (AP) - When 
ywood wants to make serious 
, it knows just where to look - it 
adapted from hit plays and acclaimed 
novels or short stories. 
elsewhere. , 
th Labor Day approaching and 
er film season winding down, 
studios are making an artistic 
·face. Instead of calculated crowd 
Trouble is, a filmmaker rarely stum­
bles across a script that will satisfy this 
audience and these tastes. Most screen­
plays, in fact, are cookie-cutter varia­
tions on familiar themes. 
So Hollywood producers turn to 
Broadway and bookshelves. rs such as "Jurassic Park," "In 
of Fire" and "The Fugitive," 
fall movie lineup is filled with dis· 
Intelligent, high-minded works. 
me of the more notable fal l  
ses - "The Joy Luck Club.·· 
rt Cuts." MSix Degrees of 
"They sort of have to, because they 
can't come up with anything that is 
serious on their own," says Robert 
Altman, who adapted "Short Cuts" 
from the pensive stories of Raymond 
Carver. 
tion ·' - are nqt based on origi­
eenplays. Instead, these and a 
ozen other autumn movies are 
"You don't just sit down and knock 
off a rather profound piece of work." 
Says Fred Scheplsi, the director of "Six 
912 
=-----=T:":"": HC::::E-"""a""'u-:-:AD " 
S for all EIU 
lea tu ring Su m o  
human ny trap, gyro­
bounce volleyball, 
b sos. DJ & free food 
fie South Quad from 9 
a.m. Saturday 28th, to 
llnal event of this fall's 
Welcome Week 
d by the Office of 
8127 
""'Sl.,.,,G,,.,NA.,..,L-=s:-: .,..,U.,...,N:-:M7'" IX0ING 
AGE-Everyone Is 
to attend this Informs· 
Ing event for Sexual 
ntlon today at 12 
the Library Quad. 
by Student 
t as part of this 
PAMew Welcome 
SATURDAY WATER COMBAT 
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT IN 
THE SA ND. 3 GUYS/3 GALS. 
SIGN UP AT 9. KARAOKE AT 3 
PM. HORSESHOE TOURNEY 
AT 4 P.M. DJ AT 8 P.M. NNONE 
CAN PLAY, 21 TO ENTER BAA. 




STACY PAPP'. Congratulations on 
a IUC08SSful ruahll Your ASA sfs. 
ters are so proud of yool 
�������-'8127 
Rush Delta Chi: A Tradition of 
Excellence. For Rides and Info. 
cau 581-6790 « ss1-e1v. 
�------�912.. 
WELCOME BACK SPECIALS 
AT EASTSIDE PACKAGE. 
KEYSTONE LIGHT 12 PK 
$3.99 LITTLE KINGS 2<4 PK 
$6.99. MICHELOB FAMILY 
BEERS 6 BOTTLES $3.29. OLD 
ST YLE LIGHT KEGS $35.00. 
CURBSIDE KEG SERVICE AT 
EASTSIDE PACKAGE, AT. 130 













Degrees of Separation." 
While there will be several lowbrow 
fall action films, adaptations will play a 
prominent role from now through 
November: - In "The Age of the 
Innocence," director Martin Scorsese 
retells Edith Wharton's Pulitzer Prize­
winning novel. His performers include 
Michelle Pfeiffer and Daniel Day-lewis. 
• David Cronenberg directs Jeremy 
Irons in "M. Butterfly," based on David 
Henry Hwang's Tony-winning drama 
of sexual deception and obsession. 
• "Even Cowgirls Get the Blues," 
Tom Robbins' wild novel about a hitch· 
hiker and a lot more, is being adapted 
by Gus Van Sant r'My Own Private 
Idaho"). It stars Keanu Reeves and 
�i\.llNG RlR �E ... 
NoNI� �ME�. 
I 




11 Early •L A . 
•Mewaonttie 
Meuse 





"Fall is generally the time we move 
Into films that are a little more seri­
ous," Wang said. 
Unlike the families in Tan's novel. 
the people in Carver's nine separate 
stories aren't related by blood. Rather, 
Altman 's "Short Cuts" is working with 
22 characters united by experience, 
accident and geography. It also runs 3 
hours, seven minutes. 
Not a standard summer film, but 
right at home in the fall. 
"I would have hated my film to be 
released in the summer. I wouldn't 
have allowed It," Altman says. '"The 
tenor of attitude changes in the 
autumn." 
by Bill Watterson 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
style 
_ 11 Shawm of today 
1� Whal piton 
users do 
n Mauritanian 
n Yorkshire river 
MClose to 
uOdets's 
IQ She was Claudta ..... .._-+--+­
FOUNDATION Swderrt Center will open The Ughlhouse 
p.m. 10 1 a.m. for dancing, talking and meebng friends 
is located In the baSement of the We9Wf Foundation 
. There ls no O!Mfr charge. 
FOUNDATION wdl have a free Sunday Supper every 
ltUdenta, beginning August 29 at 5 p.m. Those interested 
II, the Foundation and sign up or call you name In by Friday, 
ERNMENT Will hold Sexual Signals: Unml.xing the 
from noon to 1 p.m. in the Library Quad. There will 
:....,llW8'18., and a speaker from St. Louis. Everyone Is invlt· 
. In case of rain,  the event will b• held In the 
room. 
RED Cross will hold a meeting Soodey at 7:30 p.m. In 
bf *1YOM lnterated In 88Mng on the Fal Blood 
Conmitlee. &Mnli poaltions are avalllble Al intetelt­
llUdent organizallont are urged IO atlend. 
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CERTIFICATION TEST 
DEADLINE 
All Individuals planning to take 
one or more of the required 1111· 
nols State Teacher Exams on 
October 2. 1993, but who have 
not registered, should register 
now Please note that the regis­
tration deadline Is A.ugusl 27 
Registration BUiietins and addl· 
tiOOal Information are available In 
the College of Education, Buz­
zard Bulldlng 210. 
George W Sohlmsog 
Assoolate Dean 
College of Education 
WRmNG COMPETENCY 
EXAMINATION 
To satisfy graduation require­
ments tor the Ba<:helor's degree 
e1 Eastem Illinois University, you 
nu;t pass the Writing Competeo­
cy Exam1natJon. (See undergrad­
uate catalog.) Register to take 
this examination after you have 
completed slxty semester hours 
Ounior standing) and have com­
pleted the all-university Engllsh 
requirement (typically Engltsh 
1001 and 1002, or the equiva­
lent). Beginning August 25, reg­
ister In person from 11 a.m. to 3 
p.m., Monday through Friday, et 
the booth In the Union Bool<store 
Lounge. ff the booth is closed 
during those hours. go to Testing 
Services. 202 Student Services 
Building. Bring a photo ID 
(driver's lieense preferred) and 
S10 fof the fee. 
Students who have � 
D.AW that may require special 
testing accommodations should 
contact Ms. Martha Jacques, 
Coordinator of Disability Services 
(581·6583), at least four weeks 
prior to the test date. 
Students whose native lan­
guage Is not English and who 
may need extra time or the use ol 
a bll1ngual dictionary should con­
tact Dr David Dodd, Director of 
Testing Services (581 ·5986), at 
least four weeks prior to the test 
date. 
SEATING IS LIMJTED. REGIS: 
TEB AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE 
TO ASSURE A SEAT. 
David K. Dodd. Director 
Testing Services 
SPRING REGISTRATION 
Students assigned to the Aca­
demic Assistance Center must 
mal<e an appolntrnen.t to register 
for the Spring, 1994 term. 
Appointments may be made start· 
Ing at 8:00 a.m. on Monday, 
Seotember 27. Registration for 
Spring Term will then begin on 
Monday October 4, 
Students assigned to the Cen­
ler are ll.l1 freshmen, p re-business 
majors and students who have 
not declared or met admission 
requirements to their selected 
majors. The appointment must be 
made in person. PHONE CALL$ 
fOB APPOINTMENT OATES 
.Y.t'ILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. The 
Assistance Center 1s located in 
Stair Hall, Room 1;100. Olllce 
hours are Monday thro(Jgh Friday. 
8:00 a.m. - .t:30 p.m. 




When changes occur, errors 
are detected, or Information Is 
mlSS!ng 1n the following basic slu· 
dent Information items, please 
report them to the offices inocat· 
ed. 
Housing Office - local and/or 
home address and telephone 
numbers: 
Student Academie Services -
resident status. degree, mefor, 
minor, option, 
Records Office - social secu· 
rity number, name, classification, 
marital status, or any other 
changes or additions not covered 
above. 
Frank Hohengarten, Dean 
Student Academic Services 
STUDENT INSURANCE 
REFUND 
StudAnts who can provide fllli· 
dance of having health Insurance 
equal to or better than e EIU 
Student Sickness and Accident 
Insurance, may request the 
•Petition for Insurance Refund" 
form& from Student Health Insur­
ance Office located In the Stu­
dent Services Building, East 
Wing. A copy of your insurance 
company's ouUine of coverage or 
a copy of your medical ID card 
must be attached to me complet­
ed •Petition for Insurance 
Refund" forms. 
SEPTEMBER 8. 1993 is the 
last date these petitions will be 
accepted tor Fall Semester 1993. 
Joyce Hackett 
Medieal Insurance Specialist 
PART·TIME STUDENT 
INSURANCE 
Fall Semester 1993 students 
who ate registered for 9, 10, or 
1 1  hours as resident students 
may purchase Student Accldent 
and Sickness Insurance for the 
semester by obtaining an applf. 
cation from Student Health 
Insurance located In the Student 
Services Building East Wing, 
and making payment prior to 
3:30 p.m. SEPTEMBER 8 1993 
at the Cashier's window In the 
Business OH1ce. The cost Is 
$56.00. 
JO'j(:e Hacl<sn 
Med1C8.1 Insurance Specialist 
DEPENDENT INSURANCE 
Students who have our Stu· 
dent Accident and Sickness 
Insurance for Fall Semester 1993. 
and who desrre to purchase Fall 
Semester coverage for their 
dependents should obtain an 
application from Student Health 
Insurance office located In the 
S1udent Services Building. East 
Wmg, and make payment pnor to 
3:30 p.m .. SEPTEMBER 8. 1993 
at the Cashier's window 1n the 
Business Office. Cost for Fall 
Semester 1993 dependent COll9r­
age Is: 
Spouse -$703.00 
EACH CHIL0- $441.20 
Please note Even though you 
have purchased spouse and/or 
dependenl Insurance coverage, 
spouse and dependents afe not 
entitled to use the Pharmacy or 
Health Services with the pur· 
chase of this Insurance. 
Joyce Hackett 
Medical Insurance Specialist 
CREDIT/NO CREDIT, AUDIT 
DEADLINES 
The deadline for requesting 
CREDIT/NO CREDIT grading 
status lor a Fall class ls 4:00 p.m., 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8. 
Request this using the Touch­
Tone System 
The deadline for requesting 
AUDIT grading status 1s TUES· 
DAY, AUGUST 31, 4:30 PM Pick 
up an audit card In Ille R&QJSl/8• 
lion Office, get II signed by the 
ln&trucior of the class, and return 
I\ to the Registration Office by the 
deadline. 
A student must be officially 
enrolled 1n a class before 
reqLlesling either grading status. 
Mlchael o. Taylor, Director 
Registration 
FALL ADDS/DROPS 
The deadline for adding a Fall 
class Is AUGUST 27 - TODAY 
Adds and drops i:nay be made by 
using the Touch-Tone System 
until evening hours end tonight. 
The deadffna for dropping a 
class Is WEDNESDAY. SEPTEM­
BER 8 AT 4:00 P.M. if you do not 
want the class to appear on your 
record 
Plan to call In on Touch-Tone at 
feast 15 minutes before the sys· 
tem goes down. 
Michael 0. Taylor. Director 
Registration 
CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION 
The first Constitution Examina­
tion this semester will be given 
on October 1 2  at 7 p.m. This 
examination applies only to stu· 
dents seeking to graduate under 
a catalog Q!i1u to 1992-1993. 
Beginning August 25, register 
from 1 1  a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday 
through Friday, at the booth In 
the Union Bookstore lounge. If 
the booth Is closed during !hose 
hours. go to Testing Services, 
202 Student Services Building. 
Bring a photo ID (driver's license 
prefel'Ted) and the $2 fee. SEAT· 
ING IS LIMITED. REGISTER 
EARLY. 
Students who have � 
nu.d1 that may require special 
testing accommodations should 
contact Ms. Martha Jacques, 
Coordinator of Dlsablllty Services 
(581-6583), at least four weeks 
pnor to the test date. 
You may retake this exam as 
many times as necessary to 
pass, but on scheduled dates 
only. 
David K Dodd, Director 
Testing Services 
MAJORS, MINORS, OPTIONS 
Students needing to declare 
double majors, minors, <>< options 
should do so at their earliest 
opportunity. Please come to the 
office of Student Academic Ser· 
v•cos. 116 Old Main, to officially 
complete the process. 
Students wishing to change 
their major FROM undeclared or 
pra--buslness must contact the 
Academic Assistance Center, 
Blair Hall. Room 100. ALL 
OTHER changes are processed 
et Student Academic Services, 
116 Old Main. 
Frank Hohengarten, Dean 
Student Academic Services 
ORAL ENGLISH PROACtENCY 
ASSESSMENT 
The Board of Governors Un•· 
yersities has adopted a program 
of Oral English Proficiency 
Assessment for all Instructional 
staff. Students who have difficulty 
understanding Instructors should, 
If possible, llrst consult the 
Instructor. In the event that tha 
dlfllcultles are not resolved. the 
student should address his/her 
concerns to the Chair of the 
department in which the lnstruc> 
tof teaches. Subsequent appeals 
may also be possible through the 
Deen of the student's college, 
and then through tl'le Provos1 and 
Vice President lor Academic 
Affairs. 
Barbara L. Hiii. Provost 
and Acting Vice President 
for Acadornlc Affa.trs 
FULL-TIME STUDENT 
ACADEMICALLY 
In order to b& considered a lWJ: 
limt student acas1efnically, a stu­
dent must carry at least 12 
semester hours each semester 
and at least 6 semester hours 
dunng a summer term. For any 
number of semester hours less 
than 12 during a semester and 6 
dunng a summer term, a student 
Is considered a lliU1:1lrrut student 
�®mH<DllY This 1s the rule by 
which Records Office certifies 
students as rull-tlme to such 
agencies as loan agencies, good 
student discount, etc. If you have 
questions concerning any of this, 
please contact Records Office. 
John H. Conley Registrar 
GRADE CHANGE APPEALS 
Appeals to change assigned 
grades must be � by the 
student through the appropriate 
instructors within four weeks alter 
the start of the grading period fol­
lowing the one for which the con· 
tested grades are recorded. The 
deadline for Summer Term 1993 
grade change appeals la 
Wednesday, September 22, 1993. 
John H. Conley. Registrar 
ATTENTION PRE-BUSINESS 
STUDENTS 
Students who have completed 
42 semester hours ANO three of 
the following oourses-ACC 
2100, BED 2510 or COM 2175, 
MGT 2750, COM 2810-wlth a 
grade of C or better may now 
apply tor admission to the Busi­
ness Program In the Lumpkin 
College of Business and Appried 
Sciences (Lumpl<in Hall 112) tor 
Spring Semester, 1994. All five 
... 
tool courses and 60 semester 
hours must be completed by the 
end of Fall Semester, 1993. In 
order to pre-enroll In upper-divi­
sion business classes, admission 
to the Business Program Is 
required. Deadline for making 
application Is 4:30 p.m. on 
September 15, 1993. 
T. W Ivana, Dean 
Lumpkin College ot Business 
and Appllect Sciences 
APPLICATION FOR 
GRADUATION 
AppllcaUon and rea 
for graduation for Fall 
1993 must be accompl 
tater than the deadline 
p.m. on Friday, Septa 
i 99-3. The application 
available In the Recordl 
119 Old Main. 
John H. Conley, RegistJlr 











8:00-10:00 T 1000 (10:00 am) M 900 (9:00 am) 
makeo� 
10:30-12:30 MSOO [8:00am) T 1500(3:00pm) T1300(1:00pmJ T800(8:00am) 
I
M 1300(1:111 
T 1530 (3:30 pm) mak.eup'arranged 
M 1200(noon) IT 1100 (11:00 am)' M 1 too (1\:00am) M 1500 (3:00pm) 
makeuj)'arranged 
1:00-3:00 
3:30-5:30 T 1200 (noon} M 1600 (4:00 pm} T 1600 (4:00 pm) W 1600 (4:00 pm) 
T 1230 (12:30 pm) makeup/arranged M 1700 (5:00 pm} T 1700 (5:00 pm} 
makeuplarranged makeup/arranged 
7•()0..9·00 M 1800 (6:00 pm) T 1800 (6:00 pm) W 1800 (6:00 pm) 
M 1900 (7:00 pm) T 1900 (7:00 pm) W 1900 (7:00 pm) 
maJt.eul)'ananged 
1. Flll8l examinations are scheduled on the basis of tile fus1 class hour meeting of the week 
wllelher the first hour Is classroom Of laboratory activity. 
2. Final examinations for multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the f11St hour ol the 
block. 
3. A M., T-. W·. a< R-, prefix indicates whethElf the first class day of the week is Monday, Tuesday, 
or Thursday. R>r example, M-0800 Indicates the scheduled time for the final examination in a class 
Its ff rsl class hour meeting of the week at 800 on Monday, R· 1900 Is a class having Its first class Im 
ing of the week at 1900 on Thursday, etc. 
4. Final examination periOds indicated In the above schedule as 0makeup or airanged· are to be 
in cases where: 
a The first class hour meeting of the week does not con!orm lo one of these schedule patterns; 
b. The meeting time of the class appears in 1l'le Semester Class Schedule as ·ARR"; 
c. A student obtains an approved examination change. 
5. Ftnal examinalions in one semester hour courses may be given at the disaebon of tne lnstnm 
given, should be scheduled tor the last regular class meeting of the term. 
6. Final examinations in courses numbered 4760 or above may be given at the discretion of the · 
If given, are to conform to the schedule patterns establlshed herein. 
7. Final examinations are to be given In all courses unless speclfically exempted under the � 
and/or #6 above, or by departmental recommendation. 
8. Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written approval 
Dean, Sllldent Academlc Sefvlces. 
9. Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without wri1ten 8lllJOVll 
department chairperson and the Dean of the College, according to guidelines estabUshed by the Va 
dent for Academic Affairs. 
FALL 1993 TEST SCHEDULE 
D.6IE IlMf 











Novomber9 3:30 p.m. 
October 1 2  1·oop.m 
November2 2:30p.m. 
December 2 2.30p.m. 
November2 2:30pm. 
December2 2:30 p m  
A picture ID (dt1ver's license preferred) and 
the test fee are required for reglstrahon. 
SEATING IS LIMITED ON ALL TESTS. 
REGl$TER EARLY TO ASSURE A SEAT. 
REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
UNION TEST REGISTRATION BOOTH 
EAST WING - ARST FLOOR (BOOKSTORE LOUNGE) 
MONDAY through FRIDAY BEGINNING AUGUST 25 
1 1  ;00 A.M. through 3:00 P.M. 
WRITING COMPETENCY 
CONSTITUTION 
HEALTH STUDIES COMPETENCY 
IF THE REGISTRATION BOOTH IS CLOSED DURING 
THE ABOVE HOURS, VOU MAY REGISTER AT 
TESTING SERVICES. 202 STUDENT SERVICES BLDG. 
The Dally Eastern News 
FALL SPORTS GUIDE 
Catch It Thursday, Sept. 9, 1993 
O2@@@@@@@6K?e
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On the Verge of the Weekend August 27, 1993 11B
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ORDER A LARGE 1 TOPPING
PIZZA FOR ONLY
$699
GET 1 ORDER OF TWISTY STIX FREE
LARGE PIZZA
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Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Customer
pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery  areas limited to ensure safe driving. Our drivers
carry less $20.00. Our Drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Customer
pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery  areas limited to ensure safe driving. Our drivers
carry less $20.00. Our Drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may vary. Cus-
tomer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery  areas limited to ensure safe driving.
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The genre of science fiction
went through a drought in the
70s and early 80s, when recy-
cling and reprinting became nor-
mal for the readers of this era.
William Gibson pulled the sci-
fi community out of its talespin
(pardon the pun) with “Neuro-
mancer,” a hard-core, light
speed novel of advanced technol-
ogy, drugs, rock ‘n’ roll and sex.
“Neuromancer” swept the sci-
ence fiction community awards
and went on to create the
recently much-publicized “cyber-
punk movement.” In most cir-
cles, Gibson is given credit for
coining the phrase, even though
it appears no where in his books.
“Visual Light” (Bantam
Books, $21.95) is Gibson’s
fourth solo novel, and continues
his tradition of merging technol-
ogy and futuristic culture to
sweep the readers into his narra-
tive and carry them along for a
weird and wild ride.
Unfortunately, however, it
seems that Gibson is caught in
the too-big-for-your-britches trap
when writing “Visual Light,” and
has lost the style that gained him
a massive following in the sci-
ence fiction world.
The story is a take off on the
detective stories that jam the
bookstore shelves, even down to
the good-cop-gone-bad cliche
that typifies the lead character
Bert Rydell.
Rydell is a cop from Ten-
nessee who over-reacted to a
hostage situation in his first year
on the job. This over-reaction left
him out of a job and in the arms
of a television show called “Cops
in Trouble.”
The television show flies him
out to California and wines and
dines him for the story of his
misfortune until a serial killing in
Pennsylvania steals his spotlight
and strands him on the “left
coast.”
The story revolves around a
special pair of glasses that allow
the viewer to see a top secret
corporate plan to rehabilitate a
California city. The glasses are
stolen from their courier by a
bike messenger, Chevette Wash-
ington, at a party in the building
where she is making a delivery.
Washington is one of the last
human links in a world of elec-
tronic blips and high-speed
faxes. Called when security is at
a premium, bike messengers are
always under scrutiny, so when
these glasses turn up missing and
the courier is killed in a mob-
style hit, Chevette Washington
becomes a prime suspect.
Rydell and Washington
become entangled when Rydell
loses his job as a security guard
and, driving a land rover/tank
designed by Ralph Lauren, is
hired as a freelancer to drive a
bounty hunter on the trail of
Washington and the glasses.
The world of “Visual Light”
spins with technological and
political changes, including the
separation of California into two
“states” and the transformation
of the Bay Bridge into a squat-
ters’ colony following a massive
earthquake. Unlike his previous
novels, however, Gibson
swamps his readers with so
many changes that they are
often left.
“Visual Light” seems to be a
detective story, and not a partic-
ularly inventive one, stretched
across a cyberpunk frame.
Unfortunately, the technological
and cultural changes are subju-
gated to characters that are not
interesting or realistic due to lack
of development.
It is sad to say that “Neuro-
mancer,” his first work, is still his
greatest, but for those who are
thinking about picking up “Visual
Light” as an answer to the pulp
science fiction on the racks
today, or as an introduction to
the cyberpunk genre, the best
bet is to shy away from the light
and go back into the older works
of Gibson.
Gibson fails to outshine past
novels with ‘Visual Light’
William Gibson/ photo courtesy Bantam Books
Alternatives 
t From P"ge 6 
series, the Moscow Boys Choir and The Brady 
Bunch, a theatre company which re-enacts 
scenes from the legendary half-hour sit­
com. 
"We want to be very diverse. we want 
to look at every aspect of a student: 
that's why we can go from The Brady 
Bunch to the Moscow Boys Choir to 
(comedian) Carrot Top." Lipkie said. 
For those who wish to stray from 
the entertainment aspect and gear 
toward the more athletic side, Eastern 
and the Charleston area offers a wide 
variety of activities. 
University Lanes, Eastem's exclusive 
bowling alley located in the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union, offers bowUng 
for $1 per game and $.35 for shoe rental. 
Un1versity Lanes is open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Mon­
day through Thursday, 10 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. on 
Friday. 2 p.m. to 11 :30 p.m. on Saturday, 
and 4 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. on Sunday. 
The Student Recreation Center, which 
features baskeball/volleyball courts, free 
weights and stairmasters. is open every­
day from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. Validated 
ID is required. 
Also. the Wesley Foundation offers 
more relaxed and artistic alternatives 
to drinking. 
"The Lighthouse is the mir or 
image of a bar only without the alco­
hol." said Tun Lyon, who volunteers 
for the Lighthouse/Wesley Foundation. 
A non-alcoholh .. bci1 by night. the 
Lighthouse transforms into Cafe Tone. a 
coffee house which has an open mike for 
those who want lo perform acoustic music or 
read original poetry Friday afternoons. 
The Lighthouse and Cafe Tone are free. 




FRATERNITIES AT EASTERN 
66Never underestimate the ability of a 
small dedicated group of people to 
change tile world; indeed it's the only 
thing that ever has changed the world." 
. 
Fall Fraternity Rush Schedule 
Sunday; August 29: 
Monday, August .JO .. 
Wednesday, September 1 :  




Volleyball. Cookout, g OJ Kevin Kramer 
F1e.sta with Taco Bell & Homemade Chill 
All you Can eat Pizza with the Women of EIU 
Delta Sigma Phi, �<I> 
8/30 6:00 Cookout with the Delta Sigs 
8/31 6:00 Beach Party 
9/1 6:00 Hawaiian Luau 







Burgers -n· Brats 
All You Can eat Pizza 
Luau Night 
Kappa Delta Rho, UP 
8/30 7:00 Night at the Park with Hotdogs & Brats 
8131 7:00 Hawaiian Night with Kabobs 
911 7:00 Western Barbeque 
Lambda Chi Alpha, AXA 
8/30 6:00 A Taste of Lambda Chi Alpha 
8/31 6:00 Pig Roast 
9/1 6:00 V.l.P. Dinner 








Night at the Movies 
Monster Mash 
Fraternity Bus Tours: 
- Meet in th� Union 
Grand Ballroom at 1:00 p.m. 
Individual Fraternity Rush Functions 
Pl Kappa Alpha, IIKA 
8136 6� A Year at a Glance 
8131 6:00 Electric Circus 
911 4:30 Blue Chip Dinner 








All You Can Eat Pizza 
All You Can Eat Subs 
Cook Out With the Sigs 
Pig Out wlth DJ Kevin Kramer 
Taste of "'Little Mexico" Night Pasta Night 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, l:<l>E 
8/30 5:30 Sig Ep's Red Door Policy • 'Welcome" 
81'31 5:30 Sig Ep's Balanced Man Project 
9/1 4:30 Sig Ep's Balanced Man Steak Dinner 




Steak Night with the Ladies of Alpha Gamma Delta Pasta Night with the Ladies of Alptta Phi 
·cheeseburgers In Paradisew 
with the Ladies of Delta Zeta 
** All events are at chapter houses unless otherwise noted. 
Thursday, September 2 
Friday, September 3 
Formal Smokers 
Begin as early as 5:00 pm 
Ask Chapter Rush Chairs for specific times. 
Associate Member /Pledge Night 
* NOTE: lndivldual Chapter Rush Schedules an: subject to change. Please watch for any change� during week in The Daily EaHem New: 
.... --
-- -·-�- -� 
